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Pali One:

. What Is WWWWW?

Some comedians have told us that somebody must
have forgotten to turn off the typewriter when we 'fitst
came up with the name W,WWWW. There have even
been some bummers who have had the audacity to sug- '

gest the fetters stand for "Who in the Whole Widp,.
World' Wants it?" That's rathSfc unkind. Actually, Nfe
are rather proud Of our fine name and feel it is perfect

for several reasons. If we are able to provide, any part
of the who, what, why, When and tvherd of a subject,
it's got to have somervalue, and, besides the name is
so bad, 'people arebound to member it, and isn't J"
this what a corporate name is all about?

The first paperback we published was called "Buyer- :1°
ism"--f-'"How to Buy a Franchise or a 'Small Business."
Since it was the first. outspoken, completely buyer -
oriented book that had ever been written on the subject,

was enthusiastically purchased by would-be bums.
`13uyerism" saved a great many individuals from losing
their life's savings! However, it did not exactly Mhke
us popular with some unscrupulous sellers: '

Actually, this ,is the tremendous ad/ant* of being
small and being a newcomer in tlAlc publisifing field.
We Iran be 'outspoken. We can "tell it like it really is,"
and we don't Have to worry about offending big adver-
tisers; as we don't publish magazines, etc. We know our
readers want it straight, and that's exactly the way we
give it to you in "Careerism."

The Publisher and President of WWWWW' is Bob
Fowler. He received a.B.S. from Franklin and Marshall
College and an M.B.A. Irom Cornell. He served with
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;
the 10Ist. Airborne (when it was grounded) and then
went into industry. He was with a number 'of companies.

General. Motors, Barnett, Sybr'on, Manufacturer's
Hanover Trust, Central Trust, General Color Printing,
and Voplex Corp., and he had a vriety of positions
accounting, auditing, bull-shooting, banking,. advertis-
ing, sales Management, earket research,' production
scheduling and computer coordination (we explain this
title later on ,in the ,bocik).

Bob hag traveled extensively and has had the oppor-
tunity of visiting most of She cities in Amcrica and

' most df the Caribbean Islands. This has exposed him
to a wide cross-sectiop of people. He has had the op-
portunity to talk with' big business.execs, little execs,
would-be execs, the Beatles' Management, the success-
ful, the "bummers," Lords, Ladies, big swindlers and
penny ante ones. From each, he has tried to dttermine
what has proven to be successful in selecting and fol-
lowing a career, and what has prov&n to be otherwise.
He decided he could not keep all this invaluable infor-
mation to himself, so, with the marketing assistance of
Ted Hummel, it was brought all together in one ,giant-
sized paperback- callod "Careerismr and that's a fact.

Ted is Vice-Pres,ident. He graduated from the poor
man's Princeton, Lafayette, snared an'M.B.A. from the
Harvar Business School and then entered the Navy
wher pent much of his time on the high C's and
was di cliarged as a Lieutenant. \He 'survived' selling
for the B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company and for the
Wheeling Stamping Company in the jangles of New'
York City. He then came upstate and-served as. Sales
Manager for Capital Plastics and then was promoted.

10to DivisionlManager of Industrial lding Compounds
after its acquisition by Duplan Cor ration. 2'

1. Why "Careerism"?We decided to write w
boOk about Career Opportunities, because we have
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' What Is WWWWW?

found so many individuals going through life never
knowing what they really want to do and hating every
minute of their working life. Consequently, they become
bored; and this boredom leads to failure, and .failure
leads to a btimmer. The major re son why these mer.
and women .become dissatisfied is `they did not 'know,
the. right questions to ask when they initially started.
looking for a /career,, and consequently, they received
misguided'and/or 'incorrect answers.

Wt felt a totally new approach to the subject of ca-
reer opportunities was needed. The only way we can
describe this new approach is to use those two over- '

worked, yet, very descriptive expressions: "it puts it all
together," and "it tells it like it is," and that's a fact.

"Careerism" provides 'you with instant experience by
posing questions we feel every career seeker must as
and must get a straight dnswer. The. following are a fev$
examples: What occupations and industries suffered in
1970? Which, one look good for the 70's and 80's?
Which one will phase out? Which ones create the most
tensions? Which mei provide the greatest opportunity
for rapid advancement? Which ones pay well? What,
.yau ,can expect on a job interview? What should vou
look for in a company, an industry, a boss? Why have
some individuals enjoyed success, while others equally_
qualified have not? What has contributed toS-ticeess
and/or failure? Who can help you in your career, and
vvhp'can kill it?

"Caredism" iS based primarily on the true eAperi-
nces of real live people; and we think you will agree.

after reading this book, that truth is stranger than fie-
lion. Only the namesand circumstances have been
changed to protect the innocent and guilty alike: .

We know you will find "Careerism'g'enjoyable and -
rewarding. Hopefully, you will consider the 11/2 hours
it takes to read it the best investment you will ever

7



"CAREERISM" 'of

make. We guarantee,you won't filid it dull.
21 Building Our CaseThe, employment oppor-

tunities before you arc fabulous.' Our economy will
mbre than double in the next 15 years. It took us nearly
200 years tb ,reach a one billion dollar per year ccon-

. omy, yet we expect to ?each two billion by 1.985.
However, your choice of a. career must be very se-

lective. You know for a fact that landing a good job
today is no snap. The unemploymentrate is 6% or so ,

and, in spite of what our illustrious politicians say-about
it being unacceptable, it will steadily climb in the years
ahead. It'may even reach as high as 185) by 1985.

The question is how can unemployment triple while
the economy is doubling? Basically, we feel the 1950's
rand 1960's distorted the 'job iircture. These were ideal
years for the, job seeker. There were relatively few
Americans borrr.in he 1930's because of the Depres-
sion, and these men and women came on the job mar-
ket in the fifties at a time business was booming.' The
net result' was more jobs than people to,fill. them.

We also feel .thpre were a number or artificial jobs
created in the 50's and 60's. Most businessmen had a
management consultant on their- staff to, advise them
how to beCome more..efficient, and this created paper=
work: And.the paperwork' equired peopled to handle it,
and with the people came the need for people to moti-
vate and supervise people, and then came the need for

.iIt was a beautiful cycle that had the sweet
smell of success for many middle-Management execu-
tives. a'

Actually, the computer helped to create jobs. Ini-.
tially, it was used for accounting, then moved into pur-
chasing: production an finally into the sanctity of mar-
keting. As it moved int 'these new functions, it needed
huge batches of data t be fed into 'it: As an example,
Bob Fowler helped the, aylor Instrument Division of



What Is WWWWW?

Sybron Corporation convert its manual inventory sys-
. tem to a computer. However. once this task was com-
pleted, the job no longer existed.

These days. of the fifties and sixties were enjoyable.'
Thesevere the. days of the three-hourmartini, lunch, the
first classiilankreservation and deluxe hotel accomme-
dations ail(' more jobs than people; and then, all of a

Isudden, three ,eirent,s took place that will affect you.
The computer , suddenly, became very sophisticated,

. and today it makes relatively few mistakes, probably'
far less than its humaii counterpart. We have all heard
that expressionlet machines wink so that people
can think." We think this has become a reality a great
deal sooner than even I.B.M. considered possible. Many
white collar workers are no longer working, it is true,
and are spending all their time thinking; because they
are ,unemployed. The computer chews up jobs, people
and ,data.

Another significant factor, was the recession, down-
turn, temporary adjustment, or whatever' you would
like to 'call 1970. Corporation sales sand profits came
under a severe strain; and stock prices came tumbling
down. This out many an executive into the frying pan,
and at first they tended 'to blame' all their troubles on
the tight money situation and Washington. HOwever,
profits continued to fall, and a number of .executives
made the startling discovery that their companies had
too much overhead, so the word was passed down, "cut
down those expenses." In a twinkling .of an eye, assip-
ants, executive cOmmittees,,private secretaries, first-
class plane reservations, the 'corporate jet to transport
Mother and the kids to Antigua were swept out, and
cost-cutting became the ordePof the day. When a man
retires now and gets his Spiro ticker, his company no
longer rushes to Harvard to replace him with the latest
Boy Wonder. Instead, they kt the fortunate few who



"CAREERISM"

remain behind do his %yolk and thejr own as well., Un-
fortunately, cost-cutting has not only been taking place
in business, but it has reached into government and the
clinging vines institutions as well.

A third factor is the recent emphasis on youth-orieni-
ed culture, You will work 10 fewer years than previous

',0nerations. The graduates of the 1940's could expect.
,. to work to age 65, the 1950's to age .60, the 1960's to
,age 55, and you will probably retife voluntarily or in-.
voluntar 1; before you are 50. This, mean's, if we ae-
cept the idea that a graduate of the 1950's had tis' be
well on his way to success by the time he was 36, you
will have to be well situated by the time you are 26
and well entrenched by age, 30. This is why it is ex- .
tremely important for you to select a clreer as early in
life g you pOgibly can.

Basically, the Vnited States is returning to a tribal
culture much like that of the early American Indian.
10% of the population will be working and supporting
the remaining.90%. The support mill be quite different'
fromthat which was provided in. Indian days, as it will
be in 'the form' of stock and bond dividends and social
security benefits. However, the working 10% will re-
ceive far greatei income than those who are unetn-,
ployed, and this is the group you undoubtedly want:
to be in.

In our talk with the graduates of the 1940's and
1950's one fact' kept, coming up time after time- -
anyone with t

was frequently made was, am amazed
intelligence .can ,be successful. The

comment tha
at. 'Joe Ndbody Remembers.' He has ,beconie extremely
successful, and who would have thought it.when he; was'`
in, school. Why, hardly anybody evert remembers him!"

What have the "Joe Nohody Remembers' and other
successful people of the world done that others! who .

have been, less successful.have pot? They haves bee'n

10.



What 1YWWWWW?
L

able to put it all together at the right time and'have se-

1

ected the right occupation, the right industry,"the, right
ob, the right boss and avoided the .Kareer Killers. They:
ave dohethe thing they do best by taking a close look

at themselves and determining. what their strengths and
weaknesses( are: They then try to minimize their weak-
nesses and spendthe- Majority of their time and effort
developing their strengths. , "3

And you know ,a funny thing happens to the "Joes"
of the world after they haVe been out of school. for 10-
12 years, as all of a sudden, everybody remembers
them. We don't know how many roommates Jack Ken::
neCly had when he was in school, but he must hay.: lived_
in a dormitory. Everybody ,remetrIbers somebodytthat
does well in life. YOU? ex-classmates remember yOu, the
school remembers you (especially at fund4aiiing time)

'and yout professors .take all the credit. It could be a
nice feeling.

.

"Careerism" is dedicated to helping you ;!`put it all
together" and "to do your best thing." The first "it" .

we-will discuss is Occupations.-We will inset Kareer
-' Kil!ers and other trivia throughout the book.

Ope tacky and unnerving problem that we faced in
writing this book was the 'militant fem-lib tbevement.
We decided to'skirt the entire, issue by stating at the
outset that any joh`diScribed in this book can be per-
formed by both the male and/or the female specie.
The only possible exception we dare to suggest would
be custodial engineering, and, if any of our female read-
ers feel they= should not be discriminated against ;even,
here, it's A.O.K. with us'. However, one of the key fea-
turesye provide is to,point- out those career opportu-
nities that we feel could be especially attractive'for a gal.

And solet'S,get on with it!
.

. '
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Part Two :

Choosing 'the. Right Occupation

3. Personnel Departitfent.7-Our opening state-
ment isgoing to cause quite\a_stir, but, in our opinion,
the Personnel Department' has less built-in tension than
any other department in business or public administra -.
tion. For this reason for".thOse who prefer a tranquil
life, Personnel can be a great place to while away the
years..

it. The reason there is little tetision is` really quite sim-
plethe Per,onnel Department is not a "profit center."
lt, is. not directly resiiolisi le for the.profit,or loss of a
division or a c ompany..13 sically, it is a staff or 'auxiliary
function. M an eXample; a company's safety reebrd does
have a bearing on ffie,Oerall. profitability of a company,
but it is extremely difficult for. "Hard NoSe," the cost
cutting, controller, to squint over his ifocals and .tell

: "Gene the. Genial Personnel Man;" " e ,attribute our
two million dollar brst quarter I55 Nt those rash of ac
cidents that occurred in Departmo angover and you
are out on your keister, good' buddy, (you're fired!)."
No, it would be extremely difficult for "Hard Nose"
to make a charge like this stick. The pressures in Per-
sonnel are minimal. The biggies aren't 'breathing down
youy neck to produce a zillion widgets this month or to
sell 100% above your Abota: The. Personnel .Depart=
ment has few deadlines to meet and few quotas to fill.
Oh, sure; Personnel does have a few trying: moments
when the organization is bargaining withits union on
a new contract. You probably are staring eyeball-to-
eyeball with the "Bull Horn," the union's negotiator,
and you probably have to throw a, few obsceinities back

12



Choosing the Right Occupation

and forth and the blood pressure does start to creep
up, but It's all a charade, anyhow. Actually, labor nego-
tiations are now becoming quite civilized and, 'inst-rad,
of the "Bull Horn" acting as chieVnegotihtor, you now
ha-t?e the "Slippery Sams," the Union lawyerwho bre
quite gentlemanly about the wholc procedure but cause
a. hell of a lot more problems. Speaking of unions, they

.06 offer great opportunitiesfor the Personnel types, and
yoti should look into what they ha've to-After.

Another reason why the Personnel'-Department has
`little tension.is the people working in IF have to make
relatively few decisions. Decisions are the most difficult
thing in the world to make, and decisions arc, bile of
the principle causesoif ulcers. Many businesS executives
will go to great lengths to avoid making a decision. They
surround themselves with committees, .and,- instead of
one individual making a decision. they now refer it to
a committee for a group decisiOn.

One of the few times. a Personnel Executive has to
make a decisiOn is When'they interview a man-for a job.
And they really don't make the decision themselves, as,
in many cases theY are merely screeners. They 1cok
over a ntImber of candidates, jry lo select `a few of the
more promising-ones, and then turn-them-over-tó,be

, interviewed by the man tar whom theyl-will be Working. ,
This man or woman basically makes the decision: And,
as a matter of fact, even'during the_screeinng process,
the Personnel interviewer_has-a,g-reat deal of help. To-
day, many like to -rely eavily on tests: They test a can-
didatein-every conceivable way. They tert his emotional

hiS social adaptability, his ability to get alcMg
with others, and on and on. 'If the candidate has a wife,
they like to test her too. The upshot of it is some com-
panies: have their testing so structured that they get ro-
bot-like people working for them, and, if a Pertnel
Officer has these tests to help him interview, it does take

13
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.away a lot of the decisions that he wopld normallylhave,
to make about an individual: In our .opinion, these tests

.can often do more harm than good. It takes all /kinds
of people to make'an effective, productive organization.
We often wonder what would happen if a' Henry /Ford, -

George Eastman or Thomas 'Edison _were. to apply for
a joia:at the.conwanies they, fOunded. Would they be

k able to get. past the testSand the screener?.
The, security in the Personnel Field is relatively good,°

eas you don't see too. many Personnel Types bein4
thrdwn out on their collective ears.. HcOvev since, it is
a, staff function and 'not abgolutel nec,essary in 'gettin. g,.
a company's product out the door then selling it;
cost -conscious management in a recession can look at
thpPersonnel Department' s being expendable./

The.:,pay in the Personnel field is ,goad but it is by no
means' outstanding. There are .much better salai-y areas
around..

Pei;sonnel men and women learmto be good' ``mov
ers ",and frequently. move from one 'Company to another.
They never overstay their wekonte, so, if it is ;your in-
tention to start with a cornpany and-stay there the rest
of your life,' then Personnel might not be your cup of
tea. However, it is important to keep in mind that
'vidualS in Personnel can move from one ccanphny to
another. They find it is not too difficult to latch on to a
job with; another company. They are sptcl*sts, yet
their specialty can be used in any number of companiei.
This is a tremendous advantage in working in Person-

ti We will call this advantage "Excellent Horizontal

The Personnel Department, by ifs very pature, Must
be able to work with others. As a PersOnnel Officer, you
cannot go to "Savage 'Sam," .the Production Superin-
tendent, and demand his Department adopt anew safe-
ty rule you have just dreamed hp. Nor are you able to

14 1
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go to "Cross Eyes," theOffice Manager, demand
the .hire a certain- indivicMal who.' is 36"-22"-36", just
beckuse you are interested in her. No, you must use

,',,,your powers of persuasioh and get the other depaEt-
: Ments within the company to asreeto,your ideas. We

must admit this can result id some tension.
alie basic functions of the PerSomiel Department are

to determifie what types of individuals are required-by
an organisation, find these -people, screen them, inter-
view theM, hire them, train them and then ii)otivate-
thent to do a good job by combining further training
and offering a Mix of benefits.

The majority of the larger corporations have pers9n-
nel as a separate function: In many'maller companies
the personnel fuuction is handled by an imlividttal who
may -have .'several job responsibilitiespossibly. 11 is
coml3ined with accounting or manufacturing.

It is :difficult to determine exactly how important the
Personnel Department really is. It basically depends on
the condition that exists/in a particuir company. At
one time, few outsiders had eyfr hear of Eastman ICo-
dak's Personnel Department. Kodak has always had ex-
Cellent iabor-manager relationships, and Kodak spends
millions of dollars to maintain this relatiOnship. Kodak
has never had a Union darken its door. About two
years ago disaster struck, as a black militant group
swung out with a ferocity on Kodak's hiring policies.
Kodak was in a terrible flap, as they had never had to
contend with thi'sort of thing since they did not face
ege daily battles with a union. The entire situation was
mishandled, and, as a result, a ttew emphasis was niatle
to get the Personnel Department to more effectively
handle community affairs. A man who was relatively
unknown outside Kodak was promoted to head up this
department. He was made a Vice-President and elected
to the Board of Directors. This was accomplished all

15
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ina relatively.short,period of hoe. This, by itself, was
almost unheard' of at. koilak, because most promotions
come very slowly.. Therefore, the first Personnel Noe-
tion we will dis.cuss
Community Relations c-This function primarily in

dvolv working with minority groups at the -present
time. Many gompanies, other than Kodak, recognize .

the need for such a function within the' Personnel 'De=
pirtment. We predict this area will grow tremendously
in the future. Companies will deed better and more of -'
fective training, programs- to bring individuals in the
minority groups ii.to their companies. New standards
for hiring will have to tie found. The whole concept is
mew, exciting; rewarding and should be Seriously con+
skyred, by any young man or young' woman. It is a real
opportunity "to do your own thing."
RecrtuitittgIFunctionMost new, Personnel employees
start in° recruiting.' This is the basic sinew of the De-
partment, as Abe success of any corpbration depends
upon its ability to get sound, qualified employees. It
Can be an exciting, area; as you. are able to visit many
of our finest colleges. Actually, it can go from exciting
to dangerous, as- the "Brave Recruiters" of Dow Chem-
ical found out several years agO. They probably re-
ceive combat pay.

. The recruiting function is a .chaligke. Just imagine
yoursdf looking doWn your barrel-sight at that poor,
nervous job candidate who is sitting across the desk
from. you. You must decide if he:will fit in, if he will
be able to get along with the likes of "Percy Procrasti;

:nator," who will be his immediate superior, or would-
he,be better off dealing with "Savage Sam" in Produc-
tion. And, as you know, no two people are ever the
same.
Training FunctionWithout a shadow of a doubt, we
have the most highly trained business men and women

16
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in the world. Millions of dollars are spent on 'training
programs, and many of these programs fall under the '
)urisdiction'ot the' Personnel Department. Salesmen'are
,trained haw to sell: Bosses are trained how to be loved.
BuSineSs people are offered courses on Video tape, au-
dio tape, tape-tape and by public speeches. They are
motivated, regurgitated and burped. It is a very 14
fiild, and it will continue to grow.
Employee -Labor Relations-7Many companies n
only have-militabt groups at their gates, but they also
have militant' gioups on the inside as well. At least

4

same managements consider labor imions to be militant.
Personnel actively deals with die Unions. They are in-
volved' in such activities as7ati3itrations and cpntract
negotiationk This activity requires a special kind of
Man or woman,' He must' ave the patience Of Job, as
welt as an inscrutable face. He must be able to hide his
true feelings. He probably is a pretty good pok,er'player.
He should Mow when to bluff', and When td throW in-
the towel. He or she might have a little bit of the."hani"

,in him. A good character actor would be a real plus.
He should know when to roar dire threats; and when to
speak with. a soft voice. , e

14 a matter of fact, we sugges; that women you'd
be tht best negotiators in me world. AnY husban-d will
be mot happy to testify to this:' .
safely- -curdy We are on a safety-security binge.
All lands f.new departments are being formed in, the
Land, of 04 on the Potomac. Many of these depart-
ments are predominantly concerned with safety. We
now have the Department of Transportation, the HEW,
possibly the, Consumers' Department and right down
the line.

Everybody is concerned with safety. Insurance com-
panies are naturally interested as accidents cut into their
profits. We know of several companies who have prac-
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tically been forced to the wall by the safety aspect. As
an example, in the 'old days d worker would slice off a

. finger in the morning; spit tobacco, juice on it, gulp
down:a half-pint of "Redeye,'; and be ready to go back
at it in the afternoon. This is no longer the case. The
company may have to send him to the Bahamas to re-
cuperate.-

SafetFas a profession, is growin in size and stature.
This is noticeable when you attend he National Safety
Congress Show in Chicago. Each year it seems to be 1
twice as large as the year before. TheNational, Safety

Coulicil has a new building that is breathtaking..
The reason why the Safety tied offers such tremen-

dons opportunities is -the demand for 'professionally
trainod safety txperts exceeds the supply.. In the' old
days; a safety man in a company had probably been .

a "pavement pounder' whO had retired. ( We refuse.
. to use the other name:) He probably had little in the

way of a formal 'education. This is not alWays the case
loday..More and-more safetymen and women are high-
ly educated.

Whai kind of individual makes a good safety execu-
tive? It is helpful to. be a. good "comdmilicator" or, to..
put it more succinctly, a good "bullshoOter." YOu must
sell the idea of safety to others; and, believe us, it can

'be a very tough sell. YOq must obtain their cooperation.
, It definitely helps to'be a-little bit of a promoter, as you
must promote safety ideas. And speaking of promo-
tion, we will never forget an excellent promotion we saw

k at a Safety. Show. A tall, statuesque blori& with 'only a
towel between her and, total indecency Was pretending
to go flying through the' air after taking a shower; and
align beside her read, "Buddy, do you have $10,000 .

lying aroundbecause this is what this poor little gal is
going to collect? And, if yoti are short of cash, you had
better install in your eompany our 'no-sk:d' floor finish."
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.

-. We Ordered three, Finishes? No, the other! ,
.' It is .helpful, ifyou are planning on entering the"iftt::'.

ty field, ,to be m6c1ranically, inclined' as you' should:*
able to vat potential. hazards and decide what can be
done to eliminate them.

It helps to havi a little backbone, asyou may very well
hgVe to stand up to "Savage Sam;" the plant Production
Winer, and tell him his safety procedures are about
as safe as letting that 'gal With the towel walk across
the main floor in his Plant.

It is helpful to raise a little hell once in a while just
to let the other inmates know you are still around. This
holds true for most all jobs; as a matter of fact ,

You Should be aware of the feelingi of otherS. You
should be a:person with A social' consaiousnets, as that is
what safety is all about. If, you are' a phoney, forget this

t field and do something else. Maybe write books or
something.

What kind of educational, background is important?
Communications are a must. You must train others. to
adopt good satety habits, and this involves 'oral and
written communications. It is also helpful to have some
engineering courses. The safety field is providing more*
and more safety engineering courses.
Security FieldYou have all heard the story of the
little worker, who every night pushed a wheelbarrow
with packages in it out to the gate at his cOmpany. The
guards would dutifully examine the packag5f, find that,
nothing was being stolen, and pass the man through
the gate. After this went on for several months, the com-
pany hired a Pinkerton or Pinkhatn, or something or the
other, to find out what` this worker was stealing: You
will never guess what!

Stealing is a big business in the United States, Can-
ada, Europe, and in all the ships at sea. Measures to
prevent stealing are becoming big business; also. Se-
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curity is coming in many different' forms. You now have
plant guards, TV surveillance, burglar alarms, lie de-
tectors.

Another area that is rapidly developing is industrial
counterespiOna0. The theft of company secrets is be-.
coming a huge. problem: A,1' loyal; tine-blue ',engineer

r has been working for the company for lo these many
years.. All of a sudden, it daWns on WM that his chances

:of promotion are slim and his chances for monetary.
rewar & are getting even slimmer. So, he decides to hell
with-the company, and he deddes to sell to an unserupu-
bus competitor a fei, secrets abotthe new eye wash
they are working on that jwill eiimmate crying during
Smog Days in L.A. The Company is in afSwivet and
who comes to the rescue---Burns and the° Pinkertons
ride in to save, the day. Secret -agents are scattered
throughout the plant tb trap the culprit. -,

r; Security men also spend a great deal of their time
checking out job applicants. Thee men and women;"
will checlOwith your neighbors, your mistress,.your girl'
friend, your ex -wife, your dog to 'find out just what
kind of a "ruddy bloke,"`yon are. So: belind to ybUi
dog. We knoW of one far-thinking executive who spent
$150 checking out a Si.cretary who would be Making
;80 per week.,She lasted two weeks and said goodbye

'40 the exec; so that $00 was well spent, eh what!
Pepsonnel AdminiattTationSotheone hasp tend the
home fires, while the ,r.est of the department is Out run-
'nii g around chasing /job candidates, gals, safety, . etc.,
arid it is left up to he group known as the Adminis-,
trators.

The following arei,a few of the titles and jobs that are
open:

/11:Wage and Salary Analysts-7HE' or she plans, de-
velops, and implements polities; progrdms and wage
and salary structures. This rather sounds like iiextbook

.
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;
sermon,)3ut, frankly, we couldn't think of .anjt brilliant
clich4s.

You also have administratori, who handle employee
benefits and services: The last is Salary AdnOnistration
t--these individuals get into job analysis, job evaluhtion,
.etc. It is good to keep on their better side.

In summation, what background shou1d an individual
who is taking a Close look at Personnel have? A College
degree,..in Personnel or Industrial Relations helps. The
ability to sptak well and writer ell is an,,asset..Thefe-
fore, if you plan to, stay yin the States, you might cotV
sider an English minor. (that is a Subject, not an indi-

-: vidual). It is highly desirable to haw) an M.B.A. YOU'
should' be a self-starter and creative. These two words
are dear to the :heart of any caMpus interviewer Al -
ways include, them in your. conversations when you are.

'looking for a job.
4, Scene OneLooking for a JobYou are:'apt:i

ly named "John the Eager and youadecide theylighty.
Widget. Company can use your inyaluAle talents; Be-:,
ing a forward thinker, ydu decide to prepare for tli
Widget Company's campus recruiter, "The Hunte0
YOu real, their finnual reports, study the Thomas Aeg-
ister, aiM read up on psychological questions: You are
able to ask thOse point-making 'questions-L--"It is not
*hat mighty Flighty Widget can do for me, it's what can.
I do for you?"

. The "Hunter" is impressed, and he asks you to visit
the Corporate Headquarters and you eagerly prepare to
go. You read up some more an psychological mtinto5-
jumbo...Yottwant to wprk in finance, and,. Since ,every-
body likes to place animal handles on everything,
will be a cross between aftliger who is ready to you
on any of the 'expense account boys who get out of lind

and a rabbit' with green eye shades who will follow: all
the rules and regulations of Flighty Widget.
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Your ticket arrives and, shOrtly thereafter, you .are
airborne. During the flight, you talk with the attractive
stewardess, and, of the three-offers she makes, you take
the last/ one so that, when you get up to 'face the,morn-
ing, you are more bushy-tailed 'than bright-eyed. .The
phone/ rings in your hotel room and who should be on
the Other end? No, it isn't the "Hunter," but it is "Sweet
Suet' has come to pick yoti up for breakfast and
then take you over to the corporate digs. You rush
through, the basics and vault down the elevator shaft
to meet Sue, and she is a. stunner! ,After you are seated,
Sue asks you if you would join her in a Bloody Mary
and you say, "Nay, nay, I never drink before 10:00
AM., oops, 1 mean 5:00 P.M." You are quite proud of

- your self-control. Sue asks. you some mighty personal
questions, but, since she is such a sweet and innocent
looking gal, you bare your soul: Only later do you
cover that Sue is a trained Tsychologist who has cut
many a man to ribbons.

Sue then announces it is time to make the sane. at
the Corporatb digs, and she whisks ere in her (
new Jag. She escorts yofi into the reception, room and
you are, left to your own devices. You tojde the%re-'
ceptionist is a irAtiy good looking device, 6nd you try
to impress her with tall tales about chasing possums
through the co'an fields; when all .of a sudden the
"Hunter" makes an appearance and escorts you into
the Personnel Offices. You have a moment to catch
your breath and the "Hunter" says, "John, we might as
well .get stalled," and whisks you into the Bored RooM,.
Which is really very sumptuous. Five souls are seated
around a round table. Now, a person may ask why a
round table? Well, it so happened that these five- execu-
tives got into a horrible fistfight two days ago, because
one Of them happened to grab the chair at the end of
the table Where the Chairman of the Bored normally
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sits. This did not set too well with the other four. So,
a management committee meeting was held, and it was
decided to install a round tabk The official story that
Was put out in the company paper' was a round table
led to a greater exchange of ideas, or, as they say,
more interface, but we know the real reason, don't we?

The "Hunter" introduces you to the five and you
are waved to a seat. All -of a sudden, the guy that gave
you the limp handshake rushes to the blackboard and
asks you to solve a 'theoretical tax problem ih 51/2
seconds. You soon found out/you are in for ..a pretty
rough time with questions zipping over your head from
all five. YOU have read that the answer is not the key,
but:hoW yOU approach:the question, and you give them
the old one -two abOutWhat is the '-real problem? What
are:some possible solutions? What are the alternatives?"
You lea you are coming on pretty strong, but they

o drag'YouintO a 4' x 5' room and throw 10 psychologi-
t cal, philosophical and numerous -Wunderlie :tests at you

HOW6er, you have been tuning up to take these tests,
and you are through in half the allotted time

The next 'thing you know it is noon and you .are tak-
en to hinch, by your five friendly inquisitors of the
morning session, Sweet Sue, "The Hunter," and the
head of the NccOnnting Department who will be ypur
boss, Percy Procrastinator. You and this happy group
are seated and the "Hunter" says, "What will you have!
to drink, John?" Boy, this does, put you on the spot.
If you order 4 drink, they will say you are a lush. If
you don't, they :Will say you are an alcoholic. If you
order your favorite, drinkcorn likkerthey will say
you have no class:YOur psychology 'teacher never did
tell you how, to handle.this situation, and we can't ei-
ther. But you ,somehow set through the meal.. "Limp
Hand!' is giving yott dig after dig, and he really slams
that miscue you made with Sweet Sue at breakfast.

\
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After all, Sweet Sue is a properly married lady with six
kids and a ring .on and all, and how could anybody be
limb enough towell, you couldn't possess the in-

t ition or insight that good executives must have:
You feel you have made a pretty good impression

on your tablemates. You are giving the right answers,
you are a results-oriented type guy. You .repeat "re--.
sults, results, results, that's all I am interested in." -.

Everybody is relativelii,, friendly; but you are a little
uneasy about the one "gent",who',is 'sitting acrois the
tabli with the "shades" on, as it is as -dat as the Black
Hcle in hece.'cAbout this time "ShaOes"' tarts opening

sY-ilij*.the artillem on you He, asks you 1/4014! 'did you like
leaSt abOut your last job and what.,w4 Your biggest dc-
complishment and your biggest failute;.and he'reallY has
you under the gun. You are beginningitO lose your cool,.
but, about this time, the "Hunter"' suggests you,all get
back to the office, as he wants tefiniShAtP:that Pnizzle:
before 4:30 quitting time So hick 4hiati, and:tbis,
is the end of part one We will cOntinite.this story on a
later page.

5. Marketing-Advertising Diparitnent The
. marketing department is where 'the action is as it is

responsiblP for advertising, public', celations,..market re-
search and has been known, on some occasions, to sub-
mit some Father whopping expense,%acconnts. At long .
last, marketing is getting the recognition that it,i!y
deserves, as superior marketing skills are t_he- biggest
aces in the hole that American industrrhas -over iil for-
eign competitors. Many foreign countries have caught
up to and, in some cases, surplised Americanproduc.-
tion know-how, but darn .few have yet been able to
equal .Atnerican marketing capabilities..American conj.;
panies are belatedly recognizing this fact. As an exam-
ple, Eastman Kodak recently promoted'an ex-salesman
to its presidency. This was practically considered to be
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committing' treason, as all previous .presidents were ei-
ther lawyers or scientific types.;

'If America is to maintain its advantage, it will have
to rely more and more on its marketing personnel. For
this reason, marketing should provide excellent possi- l
bilities.

...

AdvertisingThere are two areas one can get into in
the advertising field. He can join a corporation or in-
stitution which advertises these are called the adver-
tisers, or he can work in an advertising agency that as-
sists thp corporation or institution, with its advertising.

Advertisers: The advertising department is respon-)
sible for advertising a company's products, and it is
headed up by an advertising_manager. The advertising
manager's main responsibility is to act as a coordinator---
or liaison between the corpoiation and the advertising
agency and the4jarious advertising medias (newspapers,
magazines, TV, radio).

The ad manager's job can be very attractive. The po-
sition is respected and there are a number of side bene-
fits. The ad manager's work hours are goodprobably

. most spend no more than 40 hours per week on the
job. Ad managers have been known to take a few'pleas-
ant excursions to many exotic places such as Mexico,
Hawaii, the Bahamas to attend conventions. Since they
do have a hand in deciding where the advertising dollars
are.going to be spent, these men and women are enter-
tained extensively by sales representatives of the ad-
vertising media. Most ad managers belong to a club or
two.

The next statement will possibly stir.up a lot of con-
troversy, but the ad manager's job is at the low end of
the pressure cooker. The pressure on the ad manager
is minimal. The reason is significant. It is quite difficult
to determine exactly what kind of a job the ad manager
is doing. It is impoisible to determine over the short
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run. This situation eliminates one of the greatest tension .
builders known to businessaccountability: When you
are held accountable as to what you are producing in
quantity and quality on a weekly basis or on a daily
basis,,this is accountability. It has been known to build
up ulcers. o.

However, a corporation starts a new advertising cam-
paign for a new product. How does one determine
whether the ads were good,, bad, or indifferent? How
does one determine how effective the ads were? Did
the ads sell the product or did the sales force? When -
it is difficult to pin down exact responsibility, that job
is at the low end of the pressure scale. -,

In our opinion, the importance of the adTertising
manager has declined in the past seye I years. We feel

trend will continue. When we pea of importance, .

we are actually speaking of authority. Al A one time, the
ad manager had the final say in all advertising matters.
This is no longer true and it can present a scriout prob-
lem to the man or woman who enters the field and is
unaware the, situatioh exists. The advertising manager
mug no 'ke into consideration the advertising views-
of. top anagemcnt, the sales department,zarket re-
search nd, possibly, in some Cases, even the custodial
de tmcnt. Each and every one of us considers our-

ves to be an advertising expert. 99.9% of all cor-
pbration presidents like to stick their nose into adver-
tising. The hot shots in sales feel advertising should be -

. ,conducted under their guiding genius. A new breed of
sales cat, the Brand Manager, the individual who is
responsible for seeing to it that all of us get our Break-
fast of Champions, each morning, is taking more and
more responsibility and authority that formerly was the
ad manager's.

What qualifications does a good ad manager need?
Basically, he or.she must be able to work with others
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and use the power of persuasion rather than just coer-
cion. The job requires an individual who is creative,
coeamanicates well,, and has some sales ability.

A liege education is almost a incessity. 90% of
all advertise a dhave college degrees and 10%
of these men and won ve gone on for advanced
degrees.

There is no single educational background that guar-
antees success. The following list is a break &wn of ad
managers' majors while they attended college:

Business Administration : 20%
Marketing 18%
Liberal Arts & Economics _ 17%
English 11%
Journalism . _ 8%
Advertising . 6%

There are any number of ways to land in the ad man-
, ager's chair. You can begin with an advertising agency,

. the advertising department, .as a salesman, or as a
journalist .(this could include magazine or newspaper

experience). Naturally, it would be ideal to have some
, experience in each of these areas.

There tire certain habits that a good ad manager
must acquire. He must be accurate, get jobs done on
time, learn to work quickly, learn how to organize (and
organize and organize). The ad manager should de-
Velop a keen &se for news, know what is going on in
the outside world, and have a sow of social sign&
C.4111CC.

TN- advertising manager will be assuming a new title
in a number of companies mind institutions. He will be
known as the "Vice-President of Corporate Cotnmuni-
cations," as his function will include advertising and
public relations. Nye feel this is a significant trend and
should enhance the scope of the advertising manager's
job and tend to counterbalance his loss of authority.
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vide excett' t opportunities for as advertising man.
Lees assume that Mobile decided their list of credit
card holders was an excellent prospect list for products
other than gasoline. They decided to investigate the
market. They have had no experience in mail-order.
This provides an excellent opportunity for the individual
who has a mail-order background to step in and help
them. Every individual in business, or considering en-
tering business, should take a .good look at these .new
fields which arc opening up for existing businesses. H
he has had experience in than, he can come into the
company as an expert, and, when you arc considered
to be an expert. you can make taus of money.

A new trend which will bear dose watching is mar-
keting by television In the future. we wilt receive audio-
visual tapes in place of bulky catalogs. When we want
to see what is available in furniture. we flay a tape and
arc shown a variety. Already. some cities are using
tisis type of desice. We recently visited Dallas and dis-
covered homes were Mist advertised on television cm
Sunday afternoons. This would certainly save the fam-
ily, who is looking for a home, a great deal c4 time awl
effort.

The ad man el the future will have to ".cane more
fan ikat with computers, as he will be using them ex-
tensively. All ia all. it should be a very exciting world
of tonsoittvw for the ad man.

There is probably more stature for the ads ceasing
man is a Consumer Goods Cowpony than there is in as
Industrial Products Company, as the Consumer Goods
Compaq has more advertising dollars to spend.

b. %fusirlisetlagt-Padelle Retails's. Diipartuseut--
roblie litailaiMhPublic Mations is involved in dart
basic activities. A company of ithlismtioe must 441 ikon
to the wawa{ public. to the various local, state acrd
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federil agencies and to the financial communityWall
Street.

Public relations is communications, and communica-
tions is not what you say or how you say it, it's whether
the person you are communicating with understands and
beams what jou say.

In this dal of anti-pollution, public relations is com-
ing on strong. Power now making a great
efftwt to inform the public t fish and an atomic pow-
er station can live together is peace and harmony.

The financial community must be kept aware of what
great things your company is doing. The stock broker -
age house's analysis of how well you are doing has a
great bearing on the stock price of pm company. Der-

19611, 1969, men and women experienced in both fi-
n ance and public relations were very much in demand.
The downturn of 1970 caused a number of financial
P/R's to be fired, but we fed the demand will Mae
back strong in late 1971 of tatty 1972.

The swaninent mutating agencies are being grant.
ed greater and pester controls over the stain of Amer-
icas Ultima, and we feel that pnblic relations sin be-
come increasingly *portant hoe.

The public relations man d the future will be re-
Ore so intispret a company's philosophy to the pub-
lic, and it at the same time, keep the management
of a company infonaut of public attitudes. We envision
that the majority of business and institutions will have
a public relations man. Therefote, the future is extreme-
IY itht.br

A pubbc relation's job can be a say pleasant way to
cad one's life. Is ow opinion, the tension factor is
Milling in the public relation's Odd.

The power of publicity is somewhat Menage. when
you think about k. Publicity can gt a major influence in
our way of life. tyk fed, as an example, that publicity
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played a major role in the recession of 1970 and that
this recession was based as much on psychological rea-
sting as on economic reasons.

When President Nixon's Administration took office
in 1969, he had inherited a runaway inflation from the
previous administration and, as inflation has caused the
eventual downfall Of any number of countries, Nixon
decided to try and halt it.

This would not be an easy task as Johnson's Admin-
istration had nurtured the idea that inflation was not
bad, and the way to beat it was to buy stock that would
go up in price. So. everybody bought stock and the more
stock people bought the more the market went up. and
the more it went up' the more consumer goods people
purchased. Most Americans were optimistic and every-
body, except those on fixed incomes, was mating money.
Wow who weren't read about those who were coining
it On hot new issues and decided to jump into the mar-
ket also. In effect. everybody was well convinced that
inflation wasn't such a bad idea. For background infor-
mation, go back and read the financial pages of those
days in 1963, and yoU witJ find that most business news
was good news.

However, the only way you can skip inflation is to
have a business setback. So. Washington began to put
forth the idea that inflation would eventually kill us et-
ottomicallr 1 which it most certainly will ) and that bus-
iness wasn't deafly as good as it seemedho bad news
began to get a plugat the same time interest rates
were hiked. At first, investors and consumers paid no
heed to this strategy, but gradually the idea began to be
accepted and people began to think that maybe business
wasn't so good after all and inflation was a curse. They
began to cut back buying stock and the market dropped,
and then they began cutting back on their consumer
purchases and prest we had a fecession.
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Then, the administration started reversing its line of
publicity and started putting out the good news that the
etvektuty Avoid be coming back strom, and they cut
the prime r lit to banks at the same time. And sure
enough the American people began to get their cons-
deuce back sod investors and consumers started buying
and business got better.

It is not our interest to condone or condemn what has
taken place, but only to suggest that publicity can ma-
nipulate the minds of people. We also suggest that, as
the American public becomes more intelligent. there
will be greater and greater efforts to manipulate their
thinking. This is why public relations has such excdlent
opportunities.

7. Marketing-Salm DepartmentWe are com-
pletely unable to understand wby a sales position is
generally held in such low regard, as actually the sales
department offer* more potential to the aver*
sal than just about any other job in American industry.
Possally, it is a holdover from the days of a Willie Loh-
man in the -Death of a Sadebnan," but a business pros-
pers or dies on the ability of its own sales depastmest. .

SointhitudeSince it is fundamental that a bud-
ness pavers or dies on the ithaity of its sales depart -
meat, it has to be one of die finest opportimities that
exists today. Tbc pay is excellent, die mating condi-
tions are superb. (Where else can you see the "tell on
someone else's money?, You enjoy a great deal of free-
dom and are not continually sitting undo the boss' icy
state. is spite of these features, there are a great many
young people who refuse to consider the sales Md. as
they feel it isn't their bag. Actually, we all arc selling
every day of our life. A boy meets gid and be sells. A
student sells die new macber. Children sell their patents.
i'hy not put this natural talent so work?

Selling is a continuing challenge. There is something'
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always happening! This is where it's at! A good sales-
man must he a trouble shooter, a consultant, a one-man
complaint department, a buffer between the manufac-
turer and the custonier and a friend of the customer.

A successful salesman must be creative. He Must
have the ability to imagine and then do the unexpected
in order to stay ahead of his competitors. He must have
the courage of his convictions. When he gets a new idea,
he can't wait 'til all the facts are in before he ac-s. He
mast make a decision and stick to it. A salesman must
be a visionary and wining to experiment. He must also
be practical.

The sales field ranks high on the tension poll. A sales-
man can be held accountable for obtaining results, and
it is easy for his company to determine if he obtains the
results. It is not an easy job, but, in our opinion, its dif-
Gary is greatly exaggerated_ Most of the myths about
how tough it is arc started by salesmen. Basically, it is

theone the more attractive fields that you should con-
sider.

suide--The majority of sales are not made in
a customer's office, as the telephone is the salesman's
sreatebt ally. Every corner of the United States and the
world arc at a salesman's fingertips. WATS lines are
making it much more convenient to call anywhere,. at
less expense.

The inside salesmen are as important as those out on
the road. A customer is frequently unable to get in
touch immediately with the salesman on the Kul, but
a man in the home office is avadahle. Many companies
call their inside man, the customer service manager. He
is responsahle to provide a customer with just one thing
service. This may be following up on an order, check-
Jag prices, checking shipments. In many companies, the
customer service department serves as a training ground
for salesmen. A salesman who knows what can go
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wrong and what steps can be taken to fix it, is well pre-
pared to sell.

Another name that is commonly used for inside sales
work is sales administrator. It can. be an excellent area
to learn what goes otl inside a company.

One very real concern for an inside man is the com-
puter. In all probability, many inside sales personnel
will be replaced by a computer.
Customer Serviee--TechnicalOne of the better
ways to earn a living is to be a serviceman for equip-'
ment that is expensive. The customer is sorely troubled
when his equipment goes on the fritz and puts in an
S.O.S. for repairs.

Examples of such equipment are:
Packaging: Due to the high cost of labor, most food

processors are converting to highly automated packag-
ing equipment. Cigarettes, beers, soups are now pack-
aged at tremendously high speeds, and it is a major
catastrophe for this equipment to be down for any peri-
od of time.

X-ray Equipment: Between Oro football-skiing and-
backyard touch football, an x-ray machine is kept quite
busy. The interior tot this machine is a maze of wires,
and the only thing the poor doctor can do is scratch
his head, put in a call for the repairman and pay his
S40lor two men per hour. Not too bad a sum for a
day's work.

Production Machinery: A plastic milk bottle machine
that pumps out thousands of bottles per day can't be
down for any per*od of time. After all, milk is good for
us. and when you have no milk, the mothers of the
world may decide to switch to Gatorade.

Other examples of equipment that must be repaired
immediately are copy machines, computers, typewriters,
tekplsones, audio-visual equipment and complex instru-
ments.
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The repair and maintenance field can be a very pleas-
ant warto spend one's life. You are,. basically, your
own bizss, and you are not tied down to a desk. You
are not cooped up all day in an office. During the course
of your day, you are able to meet a number of different
individuals and face" a variety of problems. Life, as a
maintenance man, is never dull. In addition, you per-
form a very necessary function that is viral to the econ-
omy of the United States.

The ,prestige of the skilled maintenance man has
risen sharply in the last several years. The repair tech-
nician is no longer thought of in the same terms as the
shoe cobbler. He is regarded as a highly skilled indi-
vidual, who earns ap excellent wage.

The security okiskffled maintenance man is relative-
ly good. After a company has spent a large amount of
money teaching repair skills, it is very doubtful if they
will let you go at the first sign of a'recession.

This situation suggests another favorable factor. Most
companies will pay you a salary during your training
program. You not only do not have' to pay for your
edication, but you are paid for being educated. This is
a rather ideal situation.

You are almost an independent operator as a service-
man. You basically do not have to put up with all the
machinations of the business world, as you are largely
on the outside of it. You do not have boss breathing
down your neck, you do not have qudas to meet, you
are not on a deadline 'or a time limit. The tension factor,
therefore, is relatively low.

There are certain drawbacks. The advancemint pos-
sibilities are limited. You can only advance so far,
possibly to a title, such as Chief of Service and Mainte-
nance. Your chances of reaching the V.P. status or the
Board of Directors are quite slim. However, the sales
MI is beginning to realize that it takes a great deal
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more than a charming personality and a few drinks
with a customer at lunch in order to sell a complicated
piece of machinery. A customer purchases a computer
because it will do a job for him. The salesman's person-..
ality is secondary. The customer wants to talk with a
salesman who is knowledgeable, well informed and who
can answer questions regarding the equipment. Nobody
knows more about a piece of equipment than the men
and women who are responsible for repairing it. And
wea.,. mentioned women, did -we not? When industry
speaks of the repair industry, they always refer to re-
pairmen. We predict that more more women are
entering the field, as it is a natural for them. They have
a great deal of patience, which is a baiic requiremen4,
and they have an excellent manual dexterity.

What is the best way to enter the machine mainte-
nancefield? We suggest obtaining.a basic education by
attending either; a two-year college or possibly even a
four-year college. We recommend takirg a few tech-
nical coupes. Then take a look at the various types of
equipment that are available. Select that area in which
you are most interested and feel Kas potentialcontact
the makers of the equipment and go to work.
ExporiImport SidesThe world is ,shrinking every
year. It is estimated the Supersonic Transport of ,the
late 70's and 80's will bring any place in the world with-
in 8 hours from where we are at the time. This will
provide import and export possibilities.

Many of the shoes worn by Americans are manu-
factured in Italy and then flown in. We feel we will see
more and more handmade products being imported.
This "should open up excellent possibilities for Ameri--
cans to line up sales opportunities with foreign manu-
facturers.

At the same time Americans will be exporting more
goods. We predict that most exports will be machinery,
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such as machine tools and computers. Two very large
areas that are virtually' untouched, and will be some
day, are Russia and China. The demand for sales man-
agers who speak and write Russian or Chinese should
be large. Since these countries are light years behind the
United States in the manufacture of consumer goods,
there will be excellent opportunities in both mac
and consumer products.

There are other nations of the world
will be actively trading. Australia is one of a
nation that has abundant resources and should offer
excellent trade pogsibilities. Canada holds a similar po-
sition. Other nations of the world with whom we will
trade in large volumes are. Japan, Italy, France, Ger-
many and Great Britain. Once the problems of South-
east Asia are straightened. out, they also offer excellent
trade possibilities. As an example, the ,peaches of Viet-
nam are among the finest in the world and should be a
first-class tourist attraction. Basic stumbling blocks to
progress are the...se nations' religions and cultures and
customs. For 0Y:reason, India will not offer oppor-
tunity until they are able to eliminate some of these
problems.

One excellent way of obtaining further material on
wqrld trade is through the United States Department of
Commerce. They generally have two or three experts in
a country, whose sole job is to keep. current on its mar-
keting potentials.

Air export manager must be familiar with suoli things
as export regulations, doewailiNbility to read, speak
and write, a foreign languatC:tamiliarity with licensing,
letters of credit, etc.

One excellent way to get intothe export field is to
work for several years with a large- American bank that
has overseas branches. You will learn procedures and
you will make contacts with companies and individnals
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in the !Feign lcompanies where you are assigned.-
Two areas that are always bridapnaids, but never the

bride, are South America and Central America. The po-
litical unrest and the continued upheaval of their gov-
ernments have limited the industrial potential of these
countries. We often wonder how.many students studied.
Spanish 'with fond expectfitions of doing big things

PrS2uth of the Border.
oduct. MantigerA new hero has walked out on

the stage of the, business worldthe Product Manager
or, as he is sometimes known, The Brand Manager. He
is a new breed & executive cat and the rewards can be
quite attractive.

Basically, the: "Brand Manager" is in charge of a line
of products which/ are, in most cases, consumer i3rod-
ucts. As' an example, the gallant men who are in charge
of Underarm Soap are Brand Managers.

We had previously mentioned that the actual authorir
ty of the ad manager had declined, as he must consult
With others such as the Product Manager, as to what
types of ads should be used, where ad money should be
spent, etc.

Product Managers have faced a problem that all'joh
seekers should be, familiar with. The theory is the Prbd-
uct Manager is much like the president of a cOmpany.
He has total responsibility and authority for the sue-,
cessfql merchandising and sale of a particular product
line.

There'are examples where the Product 'Manager may
or may not have this authority. He may or may not
have the right to choose the ad agency that will work on
advertising his product. He probably does not have the
authority to set selling prices. He probably has' little ,

or no control over what he will pay for the product. He
probably does not have control over the company's`
sales fOrce. The sales force must sell soap and cereal
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as well as his undefam deodorant. In order to get them
to i,.41 "underarm," he must persuade them to do so.

A better title for the Brand Manager might be
"Brand Coordinator." He brings all the factions of the
company together to sell the product.

Negative Factors: Brand Managers don't last too
long with the same companyabout two years and then
they move on. The reason for this high turnovergreat
frustration. They find they cant do the job as they were
told it could be done.

Positive Factors: A Brand Manager is generally
young. An individual can move up in a hurry, and the
pay is very, very good.

The following chart will give you an idea as to the age
and salary possibilities of a product manager:

% of % of
Age' Age Salary Total

under 30 22% under $12,000 3%
31-35 36% $12,000- $17,000 30%
36-40 19% $18,000422,000 33%
41-45 11% $23,000-$27,000 18%

over 45 11% over $27,000 16%
Total 100% Total 100%

As one can easily see, there are very attractive sal-
aries, and a large number of the Managers arc relatively
young.

Practically all product managers are college gradu-
ates, and 25% of them have received an M.B.A.

A Brand Manager has to be high up on the pressure
pole, as it is relatively easy to hold him accountable.

8. Marketing-Market Research Department
Market Research should be considered as a full-

blown "marketing information system," as it conducts
goal setting, identifies problems, suggests possible and
feasible alternatives and reduces uncertainty. We live in
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uncertain times. About the only two things we are cer-
tain of are death and taxes.

Businessmen are under the gun today. The world is
so fast moving, that what is new today is obsolete to-
morrow. Businessmen are afraid of losing t jobs,
their cars, the keys to.the executive toilet. Ma are
afraidperiod.

And, when you have such a condition, there are al-
ways champions that rise to the forefront to alleviate
these problems, to provide the answers. And many
businessmen need to have good.. 'safe, sound answers
provided to them. Therefore, we have a new cult in
our societythe cult of (the "Market Researcher."
Many businessmen pay homage to this cult. The Mar-
ket Research boys can provide the final answers to just
about anything.

Market Research and Planning is trying to make
\ marketing and, particularly the marketing of new prod-

ucts, more scientific. The brass really would like to be
told, "By gum. this new 'Wizard Widget' has a market
potential of 20 zillion or more." And the brass would
like to.fixl that such a statement is absolute fact. This
would make their job one hell of a lot easier and would
not only add to the time they could play golf, but would

,add to their life span as well. Market Research is in.
g" What kind of individuals make good market research-

ers? He must be positive. He must be able to speak au-
thoiitatively. He must have an inquisitive mind. He
must be good with figures. You have heard the old
cliche that "figures can lie and liars can figure," and this
can be a particularly good trait in a market researcher.

A good market researcher should be at ease with the
compuier. He must be able to input, output and hotpot
the computer. No good M/R man is ever caught with-
out one.

Benefits of being in Market Research: The most im-
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czyssets tikaa y istAlevielna14. He sly inizsi le frit_ eel
how they made their money so he might duplicate
them. To our knowledge, he still isn't rich but has had
a bell of a mood time.

Auditing kb one stick his nose into many areas of
the business, and *hat better way it there to get the
overall picture or the really big picture that business-
men are so fond of talking about.

Auditing has all kinds of side benefits. You have to
do some travelingnot went-rally extensivelyand this
can he espyable. You are also Mt to meet a number
if people 11110 can help you along the way to fame mid
fortune. One business friend in Washington is the Direc-
tor of Purchasing for a multimillion corporation. He
sect of shot out of cost:ere to this key spot and many
wondered why. In his early career, he was out in the
hoonies performing audits, and he built up a nucleus
of friends among the Ideal branch manaftrs He was
w - liked, and, when she big job opened op, Aril, he
probably had some strong allies to push him along.

Profile: A good auditor can none up within the com-
. His best target is the controller's job. Or, as we
nenationed, he can most into other areas nl the

y as well. There are euailent opportattities to
from one cianpany to another.

One of the better methods of getting suited in the
auditing field is to start Mich an independent ('PA firm

All ia all, auditing can be a very pleasant way to
spend one's life.

nvirl Ifinterfr--14.01 -once agitin proved turn an-
;voltam a good cost system is. and cost accountants
once more came to the fore. the beta opportunities in
cost accounting are with manufacturers, as it is a mutt
far them to know how much it costs to manufacture a
prxiduet. **the/ they are at* to manufacture it kw
this cost. etc.
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A cost accountant gets involved with a great many
different departments and is in contact with a number
of different executives. Basically, it provides good ex-
posure.

Profile: A cost acuntant has excellent possibilities
'of landing in the conialer's chair. Since the job is simi-
lar from company to company and from industry to in-
dustry, the cost sleuth can move from one job to an-
other relatively well. He is a specialist, and yet his spe-
cialty can be used in a great number of areas.
Cris AnalystWe are a nation that lives on credit
and there is a distinct possibility that we will become a
cashless society in the years ahead. Actually, we are
cashless ourselves at the present 'time, so we have had to,
turn to writing

A good credit de ment is a must for just about
every type of business can think of. A corporation
may be a large manufacturer farm tractors. which
satends credit to its dealers, which probably runs into
millions of dollars. Or, it may be a small retail store that
extends Momma credit and Poppa heartburn. In either
case, the companies must sell to customers who will pay
their bills, or they will be in serious tkfficulties.

In 1970 it seemed everybody had a Common malady
nobody paid their bills on time and more than you
think never paid. Again, the credit boys add girls rode
to the rescue and saved the day. This meant \few were
fired and some were hired, which was rather\ unheard
of in those bleak days.

Profile: Your chances of moving from comps to
company are excellent, as most every conceivable pe
of business is involved with credit. It is also possible
move from one industry to another.

An excellent way to start in this field is with a bank,
and then move on to othV areas.

lob security is good and the need for credit managers
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should increase in t year alicad. There is limited top
management potential. For this reason. one of your last
jobs should be credit managcrfor a large corporation,
as it is here that you will tarn the most money.
Pricing ManagersCorrect product pricing is critical
to a cQrnpany's success. Product pricing is an age old
war between R & D sales, manufacturing and engineer-
ing. The manufacturing department likes tisiset a ''nigh
selling price, as the higher the price, the more nioney,
and mistakes they can make. The jet jockeys in sales_
generally want to give the stuff away, as the more they
sell, the more commissions they make, and so it goes.

- The individual who brings all these factions to the puce
table" is the Pricing Manager. He must work with alt
,departments concerned, and he must see to it that a
realistic price is set that will mike money for the comS
pan? and yet be priced where customers-are willing to
pay for it.'

In most casts the Pricing Manager (a better word
- would be Coordinator) generally comes in at the very

start of a new product. He wilt work /-with R & D, pro-
duction, sales, market research to set prices.

This is a relatixely new area and we feel should offer
excellent opportunities.

Profile: There are excellent possibilities for the Pric-
ing Coordinator to move up within the company, be-
cause he is familiar with a wide number of departments.
There is even the possibility of moving into sales, .al-
though we know of one East Coast manufacturer, who
k so afraid of letting his salesmen know how much a'
product costs; that he has informed his accounting whiz-
bangs that any cost data that is lcrout to sales will cost;
them their eyeshades and slipsticks.

We'do not feel there is a good possibility of ntbvirig
from one company to another, because you pretty muck
become a specialist in pricing for one company.
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Choosing the Right Occupation

Tax .4erountantsWe are told that the only two
things we can be sure of in this life are death and taxes.
We optimists will only concede to taxes. hut, in any
event, the tax accountant will continue to he a much
sought after individual.

A good tax evader can save a corporation, or an in-
dividual. tremendous sums of money. that is, if the in-
dividual is working. Most of us actually end up over-
paying our taxes, so here is a specific area a tax man
can cut down on.

The tax department has gone mod and a great many
titles can he used in the tax department. He or she might
be called tax manager, tax accountant, tax analyst, tax
planner and tax researcher. They all largely boil down
to a common denominatorsave on taxes. The tax laws
are in a constant state of change, they must be inter-
preted. it'd they offer all sorts of opportunities to make
a very comfortable income and become a respected
member of society. contrary to what the Bible says.

Prpie: A tax man has good job security. He has the
opportunity to move from one company to Another. He
also has the opportunity o1 setting up his on consult-
ing practice. The top management potential is extreme-
ly limited, and it is probably best to end up with a large
corporation, as it is here where you will get the biggest
paycheck.
General .frrountingWe had to get to that guy in the
green eyeshadesthe real true, blue accountant. lie is
the guy that sees to it that the. Liei,its and credits bal-
ance, and, if they don't, thf, more experienced account-
ant can apply a little famy footwork and see that they
do. Most accounting %ON:Kings start here and then go
on from there. Frankly, we are at a loss to it
sound glamorous. as it is posting entries. Oh. there can
he all sorts of fun side activities, such as working on
profit planning (a lot of conglomerates need kelp here ).
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or the accountant might be asked to conduct an ac-
quisition analysis of a company that his company is
considering buying. The thing is you all have to start
somewhere and the accounting department is as good
a place as any.

Many posting jobs are now being performed by ma-
chine computer, so best not get into a job that can be
machine fed, as they say.

Of coulse, in many small companies the accountant
does everything. He is the cost boy, the controller, the
computer, the works.
Oren& Opportnnities for the FutureThe financial
executive will be entering a new cra. Finance is critical
in the years ahead. The availability and cost of funds
are key elements in the success of a corporation or an
institution. The financial executive of tomorrow will
have to understand the international financial system, as
well as the domestic system. Again, a young person
might be able to get a head start by studying Russian
and Chinese systems.

The financial executivE will be involved in most ma-
jor decisions. We feel it will be absolutely necessary for
the financial man to be familiar with the computer. All

to be a whirhang at math to be successful.
11. Scree ThreeCheeking Out Prospective

EmplloyerWe left John the Eager racing to his plane.
He tears up the stairs, stands at the top and waves good-
bye to Sue, rushes in and grabs a seat. (This is an old
plane.) However, John, you are no dumb chicken
plucker as you know there are a lot of unanswered
questions. The plane is about ready to take ott and you
start belching and holding your well-proportioned stom
ach. They decide you are in no condition to fly, so they
let you off the plane and you are soon back on the
',round.
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You deride to visit the "Arm Sender's Puts" right
around the corner from the "Flighty Widget" Pretty
soon. about 4:(X) PAU, the salesmen of the above start
trooping in to recount their .11.44/vet:rum of the day.
You buy a round for the boys and pretty soon you get
to talking about expense accounts, and that conversa-
tion kads to some talk about "Percival latOeFastiftii01'...
the man you would he *nicking for and "what a miser-
able so and so he is." About 10 after 5.00 the lane.
young secretaries start trooping in and you start petting
a pretty good idea about the company. Farber that af-
ternoon. "The Thinker" had been telling you about the
fantastic growth of the company. He said. "and we are
just beginning. We have some big, new projects back
there cooking (111 the R & D bunters. These babies will
make us all rich. inching sou. John boy, if we let you
come tin board."

Now hack at the "Arm Render." the sales types are
really talking. "I have not had a new product to sell in
the years." says Joe the, Extrovert. "Roy it really gripes
MC to see all that mousy being poured into R & C and
nothing coming out. Things are in tough shape."

John counters with, "What about those first-half year
_profits._They _were nine ahove a year ago."

"The Thinker" had given him an annual report and
some newspaper clippings. "Yeah," chirps the Internal
Auditor, who is a little under the sauce, "hut this came
about by placing into finished goods inventory those
bur,o whips we found hack in the furnace room.' You
know a little hcrc, a little there adds up. Boy. if the
stockholders only knew," he chortles.

Well, to say the least. you arc a little shook. You are
good buddies by that time of one and all, so., you unload

wwith a really big one. You ask. "Say, by the way. I heard
there is an opening in Percy Procrastinator's Department.
Do you think I should look into it?" The Extrovert
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Saks Type kis .rata war whoop and he hear% down on
your shoulder with a beer 'AVM and says. -Ho-Ho,
they tied the can beautifully to the tam poor sinker that
had the rib. He has Floes out of work for six niondts
and have they ever been aNe to shaft him' You had
better believe it!" "What was his name, rank and serial
mintbeer' you ask. It was "Bill. the Believer- and he
lives met itl a lophenne on skid row.

That eight ken paid BI a vest and we oil provide
she untarnished version of his story.

When "John the Eager" called at "Bill the Believer's"
noptiouse, sin was available to talk. This 4 his story.

"I eagerly went to work for Flighty Widget and
looked forward to the job that had bees described $o
me. kiv tirst jciL was in the Accountant Depanmeat and
my boss was Perry Procrastinator. Everything at the
start was swell. Percy and I got along together quit
well Then I had an idea for improving the system that
was being used. I was quite sure that two bookkeeping
entries were being made and only one was needed. I
took this idea to Percy for his approval. 1k became h-
side himself. He started frothing at the mouth and roll.
ing on top of his desk. 'Bill, Bill.' he said, 'how can you
do this to me? I have treated you practically like a son
and you do this to me.' But I had faith in my idea and
continued to insist it should be adopted. About this
time, I completely lost my marbles and put the idea into
the New Idea Suggestion Box. The Suggestion Commit.
tee thought it had merit and the Vice-President of Fi-
nance recommended to Percy that the new system of
only making one entry be adopted immediately. I even
got a $2.5 War Bond. Well, Percy did install the system,
but he was cox about to foiget what I had done to hint.
Everything that went wrong in the Department was
soon blamed on me. factually became a social outcast,
as by this time. Percy had pretty well made it knoll
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prodmiire is not is wee, mad you tipmw up to Sam and
Okra lima.. Ns Avec:ice rim:stk.
Warollsome--The mem finetion is the moray of the
imished product im the swarekvese. The wip-dev. can he
calked aurrk,urte osamarer. He Pb becalm, a bin al-
portant CILOCIAtitsit % tempt is the warehouse bobs a
Ilmaiacce cSicatiftlit ray. 'as one has pr adamod to chewing a
crime. Eicattlaaly you win see hoe flathiarit Mt* further

pobbibly shim cigarettes
Are intereutimg phememenon has occurred in the past

bevetal years and se world hilie so garbs cue brilhat
observations to to you. As you probably ,reidire. sigma
4s at a premium because it is optimise to construct a
beadier This is especiallytrut in out large enetropoti-
tam areas.. MIA as New York. The tarp *serum *WS
Ott Liar, haw a storeroom a the halt. Esery square
inch ttpase debssted to selling. This means mon-
ks-en sad toot tacilaties are sum Air/edict !MOE why
'Stifles do ek-K lilt to lam, a Is the OW d
mow, is qtrtic hies today. Therekte. stores keep as
fade imventeity as possible

This crews two curliest areas for job opportunities.
lfsc wooers don't liLe to rot out of eserchandise, became
ii they ski, they mill have nothing to sell. So they nest
put on a Pukes ad that is a sight to behold. and the
guy am the middle might be called the -labeatory Miao-
w" td the dist:oust store.

At the otter aid cif the stectruni, this situatios places
Utaleasitias pressure 0111 the manutaCtierts to ship prod-
ucts prickly. or as they say in the yak, -it dui* have
boot dripped yesterday, even though we only get the
order to The manufacturer mum have the met-
thauslise sitting right there on a warehouse shelf, ready
to ps. And this places pressure cm the production sched-
uling to mske sure they produce parts for the ware-
house, mitt] this is passed down to the buyer to make
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Chrsommisse the infer Oonninion

nue he buys enougii raw materials to make the goods.
AD sa at. at mates knainein. and partiralaity *it Oiler
141111 'pods t1111611111t14. fraught wadi pert, encinement
ant 1, anurally. reetsican, and slien yaw haw petition*.
youhae - --

We predict the it- artheiese Eftlftlfte% weft amass
411 impeinasoe and sva this comes mace and salary
and the %%xis.

h is Wield I the warehouse Ism has as acquain-
tanceship w La Coopmee. 11 is beneficial so he a ad-

grad and Fawley so gather a Stailistacs and as In.
dintrial Engineering coarse 41If two WWI the noodle.

The tag man in the Materials area is the Traffic Man-
: Some companies name a Disiribution Manager.

Again. this is as area that is own* sip so the Most
rapidly. The Trafeic Manager is a key mast is the

or. vary tattler:Jag egyllarlalay: ish la a talart calk
as he has to ship roods ow Pain-paand highways, rail-
ways and airways. And, as Mt world becomes Wet and
mon of a one solid, tilt impatience of the traffic mar
afore is nava*. tae avid be familiar with a stok

si U.S. Government kepi:times, and, if he is ship-
ping to a &amigo cxwistry. he Ewa also be new of their
refutations.

The Traffic Manager must be a "creative idea" man.
The ontriputer will help him to discover labia is the
best available way to ship his products, based on past
experiences. However, Own an emergency arises, it 0
the awa oe woman with ideas that gets the iob dew.
This.cusergency snick develop whoa a nianufacturet
flower pots is two necks behind schedule, and the Sower
rower has to have these pots os the firm Tuesday after
the first Monday, otherwise his attire alatiguasa aop
will go to pot. So, to the rescue comes thp4ralec mass-
gee. who arranges to chance a stagecoach to get these
pigs out there of time.
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CAmening Air 041110111110111

lase ma wand* They are amis. op are el :ilia
OEM out is the asollitt. mod *try asst pis, IS bragmust Ri.ey Witiot. This dimes be-
pr or be tied 411 mails Aro austMoft:
"fait, Moo se Wing obis equipilost in, you are pairag

'to he die rr respoorible for le It oil be your *pan-
mem Yam wall be Kari Fiallital mid Af t-alas." Wen.
to say the least. shins tarp loo* op okra aid mom.
'Tertheraseire," -Shades" says. -ne me was as nine
rot salary sod up pot Hoer alloaramce. Now he dres

oiond' Wet by this tam re feel "Shady." is pot
shoo do grciiirst pry pot lion hand dory at his
tort and -Shades" says, lirve eourape and faith, as
boy. %V c oat lithisid you."

Weil you are on trip mor add thr machinery dors
come a as promised. You am a lade disappointral as
it is is ratios bad thaw. but year wort hours pa
Amy *a pri air feasiim fkay
after imothee CISAISs sp,, wad it is KIM rreti, elssolOS tht
opoporat slosh! pro be Mated,. mread lira*
put Ono

l'oe corms "Shades" iior onto and a3 him d you
could prat most of slit olpirommort and boy Kink aro,
lavas operatiog mositis. -Shades" is titocilvd. -14,68.-
14 rem. Nag save you fib's' omission*, 11001111st you IA
you could km& ail. Si* you ,troar and *c at the
equip) O pat. Min, this is AA du attitude
fat t hum you. !jou/ go bac& diem ken. Irak
a lark and let thew gsicayme lade dr.
tads. I aso toms to forpri tit eves had this link ttia
vehation."

SO pie mars List -Shades" fat and pi bolt* hit
hi the lior daranised ws sage that oquiptilefat erne. Asa
it 4ucilet acrd it dorsal aft* you try and tryrely
thews sears so yet worse Suriatail of brute. The sap imam
on twitch'', Mt bona peaks mid less esproies aod
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Chaos*, rile Reek Ocrwpraion 
' 

Aivikiiir ..4.44.. ;ay 
do 

...r.....v.,,,..;._ * :./....= ........,... _........,...z..4. aim 
ran "at die or. Finally. the. &deep alito has been 
pour ton' i mud true bug.* Astute the last year Furs, 
-lohni. you 5.0.111., you one 214tie on your bar bill. Pay 
up aud thou *ale get the Sam-Hdl outs here. as you 
are M i ming away all my customers .'" 

You 
sorrowfuny pay your 2'4 ir and leave. You de- 

cide *ere is only one course of action kft . Yin must 
get together at once with "Trusty Treasurer." the ketr- er of the coffen. Your Dad and he were D.K.E's 

at Fa/liag Reck and, although you did not have 
die 

opportunity 
$o get together with hiss too rasa" 

limas he always Laid. "My door is ahvays wide open." 
You decide to try and 

catch_ him at die Tennis Club 
that evening. He has just ainishrd up his panic and as 

taking a pause Mat refreshes in the locker room when 
you orisne up to scc him and say. "Mr. TIV4IS., could I ;tit for a iiviiisen'" R. r; he 11)(3k1 like' he iti Avail 
to dit tiAl there ea the spot. lk says, lolia, I have 
ao mom .iny losing wik right this second." But you 
bore ahead And. as he gets up to walk out, you Walk 
nit* hiss. "W. Trell.," yeNa my, "I don't mean to both- 
er yo. but did you &now I 114"a$ fired this after:loco" It 
was very walled for." 

Wyk Ur Trem. commentrd. tfe hadn't heard bout- it and he was fealty sympathetic and the best of ,hick 
to you John. You will probably get a betkr joh than 
theone you bad anyhow. You awe too good a man foe 
that rin&y-shisk job." 

Viiii &ay, 14r. Treas.. caret you do 
something to hap me' Tali to kik 'Shades' and her it there can't he an 

executive clemency for me. You &now. you and Dad 
*pre good friends. and he always laughs a lot about that 
time hark in school when you got into that little dal- 
ashy' with ----- ." 

Welt "Treas.' says he will see *hat he cat, do. and 
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he stops in to visit "Shades" next morning. "I was talk-
ing with John lag meat He f-is
and wanted me to ask you to change your mind and
give him another chance. Was he as bad as what they
say?"

"Shades" says, **Even worse. We tried to cover up his
mistakes. He made so many of thrill that we could not
possibly stop all of them. The poor guy just didn't have
it. And now he visits you. after all the help I have given
him. That's gratitude for you."

About this time "Tress" starts backing out the door.
"You had your reasons 'Shades,' and k tried to helpthe
rascal. Some people just can't be helped, and his Dad
was such a fine person. Could you do me one favor,
'Shades' and call John back for an exit interview. please
tell him that I spoke with you. Can you do that,
Shades'? By the way, I am looking over that forecast
and budget for your department next ,year,, and I did
see a couple of - little - -. Well, anyway. 'Shade, '
me know how you make out with John."

Well, "Shades" is fit to tied, but he calls
and asks him to come in the ay morn-
ing at about 7:00 A.M., and this is how-this little visit
foes.

---Jrthn.--T-reast-tetts me you feet yOu%eti-:-Tharted.
You really weren't, John. Wc merely felt, for your own
good, you wvuld do much bette! elsewhere. And you
can count on me to support yoU, J!,thn. You can always
count on my cooperation."

And where do you end up, John? No place but the
frigging flophouse as one of the -unemptoyablcs.

We don't think we have to moralize on this story. We
only suggest you check the company out, and particu-
larly the people with whom you are going to work as
thoroughly as they check you out. You can't afford to
make a mistake. They can.
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14. Systems and Procedures Department--This
is a very difficult department to place in a nice, neat
package, as some companies will include a wide variety
of functions wile others will include only one or two.
Basically, this department takes part in tour major func-
tions:

, Systems Analysis aged amigoThis sub-department
assists other departments within the oampany or gov-
ernment agency in helping to improve their methods of
conducting business. As an example, it assists finance,
marketing and engitsxring to do a better job. In essence
it r, an organization's own :management consultant.

This department also enters into such functions as
office layouts and management audits (determining
how well the mana§ement of--ff3t Prgalsintion is Per-
formingthis can be a pretty thankless iobf.--

A few job tides areSenior Analyst, Systems Consul-
tant ( helping the other department with computer utili-
zation ), Project Managers, Operation Research Ana-

the pay can be quite good. As an example, an opera-
tions research analyst can make as high as S25,000 per
year. The job opportunities art naturally with the larger
companies, as they are the only ones that can afford
such a department,- or, for that matter, have need for
such a department. The Federal and State agencies fre-
quently have such a department in their organization.
We feel this department could be an exciting place to
work, as you are continually doing new things and
working on new problems.

A good educational background could include mathe-
matics, management science and some computer train-
ing.
Forms Design and CanirolThis sub-department is
geared strictly to large corporations, and its function is
to see to iu that its forms (purchase orders, customer
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invoices, etc.) are designed and ordered in an organized
manner. With the vast number of forms that a large cor-
poration or government agency requires, such a depart-
ment is a necessity, otherwise everyone would be run-
ning off helter skelter doing their own ordering.
MastrodsThis sub-department acts. as an editor for
corporate reports and is also responsible for publishing
manuals on its own. A background in Business Manage-
ment, English, Journalism and possibly some practical
experience in Printing and Publishing could prove to
be invaluable.
Massagensent In Syarenss--Instead of mak-
ing this a sub-department, many corporations make this
a major department that stands by itself. The manage-
ment of information is critical to the success of any cor-
poration or government agency. Paperwork is snowball-
ing, as it is now estimated there are 1500 trillion pieces
of paper that are already filed away, and information is
only worth something if you can find it when you need
it and want it.

The M. I. S. sub-department is split into three func-
tions:

Records Management: It is this group's responsibility
to design a program for creating, filing and servicing
records. This group must decide how long records must
be kept, and then destroy them when they are no longer
needed. It's not an easy job to decide exactly what to do.
It's rather like Grandmother keeping old copies of Life
Magazine. The group is also responsible for improving
filing techniques and this can have tremendous fringe
benefits, as this is where a great many good looking
gals are known to work.

Library: There is a wise saying, "no matter what
you are trying to do, somebody has already tried it in
the past," and this is why a library can be so important.
We feel more and more corporations will be maintaining
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their own libraries and we foresee independent business
libraries springing up. It will offer a great deal of op-
portunity.

Data Processing: This field offers excellent possibili-
ties for the future in just about any industry, private
agency, or government organization that you could
mention. We will discuss these opportunities in the In-
dustry Section. The following are a few of the job tides
that pertain to this field:

Operations Manager: He is responsible for designing,
implementing and controlling computerized systems. He
will probably have 7-10 years of data nrocessing ex-
perience and his salary will be in the S16,000425,000
range. He undoubtedly will be a college graduate and
will probably have an advanced degree. His job is
"people oriented" one and this is one field where nice
guys finish first, as he will spend a great deaf of his
time working with other departments. This individual
must be able to express his ideas dearly and concisely
by oral and written word. This, to us, is one of the
amazing aspects of many of these technical jobsthat
you do spend a great deal of your time on thorny com-
puter problems, but much of it is spent communicating
with others. English is darned important in this world
of today and tomorrow.

Computer Liaison: This individual spends the ma-
jority of his time working with other departments and
h -lping them to incorporate the computer into their
area. It can be a challenging jobcan you ima'ine try-
ing to get a bunch of hard-drinking, back-slapping. big
expense account, old-time sales pros looking with favor
upon a computer that will provide an instant replay as
to how much they have spent and how successful they
have been on a given day. One questi2n that anyone
entering this job should consider is what is left over for
you to do when you have the computer well incorpor-
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ated into all the divisions of the company? You may
have worked yourself out of a job. Hopefully, you will
he kicked upstairs (that's not the head) and are set for
life, or you .an go forth to slay another company's
problems.
ti,stems .41salsts/PrograntmersThe basic job here
is to develop and implement solutions to problems. and"
in the computer field you are faced with continued prob.
letns. All you had to do was to take a look at your Sank
statement a couple of years ago to decide that hunks
h-..1 computer problems, but the problem solvers
stepped in to save the day. and it is rare that statements
arc screwed up anymore. The analyst will probably have
at least 3-5 year.; of computer experience and his pay

to in the SI 2.000-1,16.0.:',0 rarigc.
Compager OperetorThis is "de" plaee where it all
begins. and you will probably spend a considerable
amount of time learning to operate a computer.

15. karrrr o kb No Au-
thorityWhen you are selected tc do a job, you had
better make certain that you have the necessary tools,
or let's he .honect. the necessary weapons to really do
1114 job. N'ou must have the authority to hack up what
you feel must he done.

Going outside the business world for a momnt, the
quarterback has authority vested in him, but it is only
as strong as the weight he carries. If the quarterback has
leadership ability, he will listen to the advice of his
teammates. However, the ultimate decision, as to what
play should be run, is still his. A strong quarterback
has been known to ask his fullback to "please he quiet"
in the huddle. If properly provoked, he might use mit
stronger language on occasionlike "Gill Dang
Harvey."

Business is the same way, and not having the au-
thority to complete a job is one of the biggest wreckers
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of business carats. A neivcomet can be easily crushed
is these coaditioes. this is arty "Assistants to" are us
eater to stet some other title, a they really have va
fit {t actual authority.

-11terpc the Itteruier- toots a job which he frit had
outstanding potential with a ounpany called "The Sky's
the Limit." On the Street, at was known as -the Limit."
and ft sow claimers it was Last as oon on a lamb.
Reg* ww, Own the orgumtunity to hire as entire new
curative team, because the old one was worn out men-
tally. physically. or, at kast, it was felt 'something was
wrens with thaw 'Reggie 4114 s klid he would have sole
resfonsehdity for building this new date cadre tap and.
to say the kas he was mighty escited.

Thar s-.41 ;a issf :Ilawst-actisseirg
sad been there for, to. these many years. He was an old

hand at corporate in-fighting. He kit he was terribly
tisenswIsed and felt he nerd...d. help, so Reggie was
asked to ime up an assistant for him. Reggie thought
this stissaisf be a rebuked) easy task. So, he advertised in
the JOUita and regional newspapers and scat out an-
nouncements to all the "ticaditunters" throughout the
land. the response was fantastic. Now Reggie was a
wise young recruiter, and he made sorne very difficult
requirements the job candidates must pass before they
could wart he considered. they had to hsvc an 1.0. ct

at cs-All-Aincricart, be happily married, have
sorts c sperience and stand 6'4" tall right on the

button, and be able to chug-a-lug a pitcher of marts in
../1) minutes. Reggie was good at his trade. Hr wanted
to limit the number of job candidates, so they need ia-
kssiew only the hest. He wanted to rase the Manufac-
tuting %'ice-Presislent t %fanny l time and effort. ik
would only haw to lois& at those who were absedutely
qualified to a "1." Well, keg collected 25 rily%. and
one gal, as candidates for the job.
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products. The major obstack he faced was the company
had absolutdy no experience with proprietor) products.
They had, up-to-now, only manufactured custom prod-
ucts.

As an example, a game is a proprictory product. The
company thinks up the game, develops it, tests it and
then sells it to the public. Now, if there ever was a
speculative field, proprietory products are it. It is very
uncertain if the new game mil sea. and marketing plays
a predominate role in the product's success, or failure.
However, if it does take off, the financial rewards can
be excellent.

On the other hand, a custom product is made spe-
cifically for one customer. A customer will send in a
Printing order for 100,000 pamphlets. There is little
marketing teititiri4, filtIc risk, as you
have a firm order.

Now, what kind of reaction do you fed a poor guy
corning in to develop pi-14)6nm products in a custom
type operation would get' The head man in that cor-
poration had better make it pretty plain to all employees
down the line that all their futures are tied to proprietary
products. He had also better give. the new product de-
velopment manager the authority to get things done. He
mast be able to go to the machine shop and say, "You
promised those samples by Friday the 13th. and I ex-
pert to get them." If he doesn't have the real and imag-
ined authority, the new product man will soon be sitting
in an ash can asking "wort °ripened?"

The moral is, if you are assigned responsibility to do
a job, you had better be dead certain that you have
the authority to back it up.

116. Engineering Support DepartmentManu-
facturing industries are the principal users ot a Techni-
cal Support Department. There are several job tides in
the Engineering Departments. The top man in the hier-
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amity is the college-graduated engineer. He has associ,
ales who assist himthey can be Associate Engineers,
who have graduated from a bedmical school, and theae*TcalAs,ashecwdaejs
more universally called, the Teciurician. The engineer
is the highest paid individual, and then the associate,
and then the technician. Let's discuss a few typical en-
gineering depattments.

APPUnglioNs Entaseer: It swans etacdy what it says
--apply* a'product. Suppose your trustworthy presi-
dent of your corporation had one too many at the coun-
try club bath last weekend, and he becomes involved
with a beautiful blonde Hungarian waif who is the US.
Representative for a new secret plastic foam that nal
revolutionize the world. Your boss at 3:00 A.M. signed
on the dotted line the tat tuarniactrirer in the
United States for this foam, and he has signed a guaran-
tee bond that requires his company to produce 1,000,.
000 lbs. of the stuff each year. On Sunday afternoon
he begins so feel blue, and on Monday morning he tech
like taking to the bridge, so he calk his application caigi-
weers in and says, "Boys, we have the opportunity of a
lifetime, as we have just been appointed the esclusive
producer for this Wellarrhil, new, supersecret Hun-
?Arian foam. Now, go ye out and find some suckers
who an use it." That's Application Engineering.

Design Engineer: These boys and girls are responsible
for designing those cars that fall apart upon impact, or
designing a futuristic plastic bottle that leaks. In de-
sign engineering, you are creating and you spend a
great deal of your time working with other departmenn.
With the recent emphasis on doing your own thing and
the need for personal identity, the demand for design
engineers should increase in the years ahead of us.

The biggest problem you face as a design engineer is
you can be a big hero one day and a bum the next.
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Der :ens Engineer: Basically, this group is re-
'possible for developing new products. Developeneat
empacering can be as minim area, as you frequeady
are able to get on the groand floor when a new idea is
ccmceived and possibly stick with it until it goes out the
door as a finished product. Companies at one tine
would let an engineer be a new project, and then it
would be turned over to someone ehe. This was one of
the biggest causes of employee distill:adman, and the
policy has salve been switched in Essay corporatioas.

Pftotiort Engineer: Most of the new products that you
see on the market place have been carefully nurtured by
a product engineer, who is responsible for seeing to it
that the product is developed and done so on time. As
an example, a new mini-bike probably has had an engi-
neer stay with it from start to finish.

Project Engineer: This ova cti is re" spun licit a
whole voup of products, or one major product. The
project engineer can be called many different tides. He
can be called project coordinator (brings all the depart-
ments together) or project manager. There is one word
that is repeatedly used in engineering and particularly
in the computer area, and that is interface. Everybody
uses this word and it is entscho "in." Basically, it means
to talk to, or communicate, so when the project coor-
dinator interfaces with the production control depart-
ment, it means he goes over there and talks with those
boys about their problems. He may by in charge of
project X, and he has to know what thy manufacturing
schedule looks like in the future, so that he can know
when he will be able to fit X into production.

Distribution Engineering: This W a new department
that can provide excellent opportunities in the years
ahead. In many companies, this department might fall
under the Materials Control Division. This department
is responsible for seeing to it that their customers are
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thiaii4iiie dor RunlirtAi sataition

yow chowx tot;% Kwent. 4pot tutu to tic a witincr. AMkt 44 people feel the sudio-tnatal casual auto
it a long time iiE Vie fed it to nearer than you would

fetrikoveN Lorpowersas %Mit the mohograt 4.(
caal telethdail that wen, km, the% hat to he one d ehe
hnrimer spots in engmetting. Facititiet engineers Om
and demo nee buildings and rewnationt to cLigiai
hookimp. The r%ainiatt bWi1d.n cott% and they awalyze
the remit*.

The two favored &greet for a factilitiet atom Mt
1c ita.iall Earamtter and f,lectracal Eaginnering.

'hem. degree% help them to install %entilation. air-con-
ditioning. pfinnhing. piping, tie.

amur; toteimper. %VA% the new. emphara. OM INA.-
tbos. a rood taftitar) engineer it a ears.

17. Iltrerittria 11"rlopsorsit Departure.--
Sour iwt livt- ilacy 1-4 ttit
and R L fl it concerned moth product. fee the future. the
future of ever) corglratwim depend% upon it% R 1) De-

(rkaf it a n041414040 la a) t4 14)trti a pied
K Y 1) tkrArtancni 4..ttml to the twee. cif et er.. aties-
tsourer

Actaarly. the R 4 1) Mpartment et a anuth maligned
%toter A great mast people think of it at tieing a tunny,
hunch ill' gals .and gilt with thick glasses and their
head% up is the 4ectuall, ii, it quite a hit differ-
ent.

fiet.% tAkC a too& at tt 11 the ptrattilitiet. new
group that hat been set tip in marry ciirporationt is
called 'Venture fitoup The% group hi. the repomi-
hilit) of screening and et :Jute*, new pr'ndmactt ft con-
duct% product and ettfiAT4 tett*. At an toast*, ire
formed our own litde group to tett the idea of writing a
Polo& about '1 'areal- that we would offer to the 'iambi
44 %nu-44,a A niinahci of etecutivet we talkcd with told
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vi ere wen out of out skulls, so the logical thing to do
was proceed with the book Does this make -ensue'

Anyway. these "Venture Groups" can he a rrcat way
to speed your ocwporasc years. A good RhiMarel must
be a good organizer, an analyst. gambler. inventor,
dreanser:sciestni, and great kader Basically. he must
be weil-orpaitcd, and he must be able to pet aking
with peoekso what else is new' Nothing, except it
can he the most exciting job in the worldto win
rid' die formulation of new product ideas and. even-
tual. the driu4erasent of a new product.

Ne have found one of the real frustrating and irritat-
ing facts in the R & I) Department is the inability 01 a
man, who is working on an R & I) project, to follow it
through to compieticus, as he must turn it Over so soertc-
one else and then start something sew. We all like to
have the feeling that we have done a worthwhile job by
iabeint it through to the bitter end It IN mum-thirty you
'night want to keep in mind.

IL Kamm killerThe riuerastinateeLet's
inmost you are an R & I) director. and you have :pent
the last :0 years wittc,the Over-the-1141 Company. You
sill hopefully make it through the next 5.and then re-
tire and use the good ide on a nice fat pension

Vlbat couki he yours business phiknalphy, You prob-
aNy want to avoid making any big mistakes. and one
way of doing so is to Si adisolistely rk,thittR. it is quite
a feat to kiok as though vou are a whirlwind of activity
and doing great &qv, realit , you do nothing.
How sio you handle yourtelf1 You find fault with every
new product idea that comes up. You puncture every-
thing full of holes. tf yeas can't spot something imme-
diately wrong. you ask for more data. You refer it to
committee. You send it back to correct a spelling error.
Yon possibly tire the guy who originally made the re-
port and bring sornebotly else in to do it Ilse! You



lskiine the Ito hr igkatkot

ay. rod Ma). stall making arty des.ish , and therefore
snake no nitstakes. Before you krit.lv it your '; years
are tap and you arc a free man.

There arc more esectnives hie this than on. realtres
and you will find them in finance. marketing and t-ngi-
neer Slit stow1) but steel.), strangle
a company and iiat anitwitklIat1

them, it you cast. by follovstng our .tagre.tp tn. im how
to Investigate a 4...timpani'

19. Plawasios( Deparimeist
Plasusiess IelpoisitioniTherc is an old say ing that
is used the stock. multi. it goes something like this
--Buy Low and Sell The same expression co id

acipfliii it NO int a civalp;i4my. i nc n&) pr wan
that a IV,t. the men and *omen who had the Planninf
r1/4-4.04.itton.. :n the 1400\ reversed it. Their com-
panies paid far to much to At 44 utre arothcr cotripail
and in 197t) the poor ao.airtnp companic. had to 111
the riper flowcAer. till. 1 now raid and the
Planning Acque-ition'. }oh poet. Inctril forward.

One ot the rcaon, why thi.t. suc-h an attractive job
Is vou arc Aways working in the future l'ou can al-
14,i). talk 4hout *Oat %III happen to rnorrovs and hope-
ful!) -tornotrosv newt. Cone.." A good Planning Ac-
quo.itton'. man wall he working at the corporate level
and will hoc the Cat of the company'. Presiticiit if he
',Li!. ht. catd. ugh._ who know. what tam an. fortune
:VA Al( him

troasoosiata--1 he economist ha reaktted the %ant
pedestal of cop.,' ate: power that the 11allagertunt Con-
saoltant. u.cd to hate He I. worshrprca, and rcs-
Cred Lotiug.114,11 ptcsiticnts, as he ts the one Mho 1.
Jhic to 1004, out cover the storm) future and decide the
tal of the tOlpOrAC .hip In t Iday' vibrant. changins
voorld of business. companies d institutions must de-

tif« thcif C7)-4 t-41141. thf:t.11 tt ha! hoZet
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ahead. Companies now havc one year forecasts, two
year plans, and some even go to one hundred year plans.

A good background for breaking into the Economists'
racket is to obtain a B.S. in Economics, go on and get
an M.B.A. and possibly even a Ph.D. Then scraurible
in a little astrology, and you are ready to gas on to
fame and fortune.
beog Ramire Illsinniregthis can be Ck!n better than
short range. We arc going to throw a few job respon-
sibilities at you that arc included under the planning
function. These include long lane business strategy,
facility planning, long range forecasting and internation-
al planning. Possibly in the ..-fst 3ti years, it will include

iinct ry planfrifig.
It is an ,-seenent opportunity. Again the pressure is

the salary good, the working conditions ex-
cellent (lots of executives suite conferences ) and the
.ondition of socking with top management.

Your background might Melia& Business Adminis-
tration or Ungmecrzng, or Illueimering, plus sonse

experience, ntaiketing, and a little prodaetion. In
Atm- words. al, all-around cat. The payS1 S,000 up.

20. Real Emate npartmeniV1 oh the tremen.
Jous growth of chains and the number of high rise
buildings, hanks and stores which arc springing up:this
has to be one of the finest areas of opportunity for an
aggressoe young person.

There are many possible title, that are applied to the'
esectnises in this department. As an csamplc, he or khc
might IN Property Management ()mations

, orporate Real Fstatc Manager, or Director of
Real le. I he ottk-er's responsibility is us sc.

d negotiate and arrange for leasing, maintain
a hu ;.,""ete.

/04:Li:round could include architecture, facilities
e. u pt
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The held is still in its infancy and should expand rapailly
in the years ahead.

21. Failure la ki as Inspected Warta,
We are basically all hypocrites and differ only in degree
or subject matter. Let's take a few for instances.

You are a young banker and your boss, a S'ice-Presi-
dent. has three very big bluer and cu wet, who are
s. cable depositors and who are coming into New York
and want to see a World Series game. The problem is

Series has been sold out for weeks, and there ;are
absolutely no tickets left. The V.P. gives you $300 and
asks you to meet a ticket scalper on Times Square and
purchase three tickets from him after you have passed
the Cub Scout salute countersign. tin you fax'osi lit ia-
struction!, without question?

You are a school principal and you 4,7e asked to sit
on a panel with the School Superintendent and answer
yucstions at a public hearing. An irate gentleman asks
about the osercrowding and violence that IN tarn; place
in the schools. The School Superit-ensicnt glibly an-
swers there is absolutely no siolence and there arc no
classes that have more than 30 students. Yet. you know
for a fact that .,,-etal of your classes have 37 students,
and you know of at least two young teachers who were
physically attacked in the past week. IN) you remain
silent'

You are an accountant with a company that is hav-
ing a panieularly rough year. as sales and profits arc
drastically off. Your boss, the Vice-President of Fi-
nance, asks you to capitalise some recept additions in-
stead of expensing as you normally would You know
don well the additions are not (-:,zotl items that Can
be written off in four years. t he ethics t I accounting
and the tax laws requit they he expensed in one year.
What do you do'

You all a i.ithkril :I; - = razt.hatiostary
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timoc system program 1'm at rated to cats a aria aid
three 42:.7 no proctorsran are as your honor. Yet, here
is a guy is from ci yo copying from someone eke like
crazy. Vi'hat do yon do'

You are and will continue to be faced with questions
hke these every day in your lde. You had better take a
close look at yourteff and decide now *ha° you are
wining and aces warn; to pin op midi Yee alibi &o at
sheet you will draw the lime, and then yon had better
select the right company and the right boat who is is
tune with that line. Possibly. you may choose to re-
member that old proverb, 'tot he niio is Mtmoocrtt dit011/
the first MOW."

If you do not decide what you arc **mg to hue with
W.. =lee in as ram NM um. itt find
you go through tie drives to wrack and rein, a &Au-
mimed asSividtial who is new truly eflective. like big-
gest you nasals a relauvety smug stand when you are
your as you alit had I amid odds arc big, I 000-1 f that
conditioas W would not tokrate at OW time becitsient
much iihtte kgrtahic is your later Kart.

22. Technical .1witotaiier--Stt hack and reflect tar
a mottvnt What fields are virtually monopolies! Who
makes a pat deal of money' Mho arc able to diary
pretty much what they *ant' Where arc there more
customers than sen ices, Believe us. there are few areas
thei art .ti a then. rtstuarrencnti. nut there are a ire.

Topping the list has to be the eiteds.al SW4e44011.
MM. (4 US arc tickled to death two pen asttuded) to be
able to tee a dock*. With the increase to out prohabk
Me T." the demand for datiars will continue to rift.
twryklme lays likisurthieg mint be dame to airtime the
ituation, tsar what can be thine!

Doctors are bepnmivng to use parainedics or anat.
ants in that wart. 111C`ir hOININIJUlt$ art doing more aiad
atom of the doctor'', work. The pecticrdting h stall pretty



t

ankh left arc so the doclitoes ode. at frei the
tio.14 has eteetiont ptaAathrlatieli far the 'youltir pcmaitt.

1116'e aiiso feel the cAlerriatco ha* hare!) ticrateited the
'Aortae( tlf the oneilocal 'kid It ail he icyl wain rates-
soiely on the 4Niteiklms area l'housaads of 4," As4: hostoroes
can he tarame.k.41 i,nto the computer and the iitapaous
alit he eittaide. hasie4e the etpetoraccs owl Stints
mosaad *c 4I tikiaik itia a f*ss.als thin aiN he tot
doctors They wit( n, Ioniser have to sot then: and mart~
to a painhy-pain ik-«ription of a patient's Ms. No, they
wol4 he ahic to ['Lux the lucky pattevot on 4 r.iitrobiproct
hAoat avu.: ict the computer heat the softy tales M'c
magone ,-,ntputers witi he mask that can :luck at the
arra Talc whet,.

ft.-4:441. 1hr. "A
l'OrrirOCr pc-twat:KA IA %) tavetaisio oath

most. at mums,,,. IN- pay stutitiLl tic :wales;
NA. W..4,7. di!, C 4"4:"k ti9JA
4.A4 c1,1

,4vortki pro4c,uon 1,c f-% tact
yt. ArC A nation th,o tied up u ItTalistk *al
ai 'Id% .4, di) (4 It t't vurt The legal professocao
needs Nip. us it sitniity h,is hccn ki mit* to keep up
afth the 2onh century-.

V. ptc47,1 that Mott' AN; MOte 1.1111 Cr?, IA ,111 tUta to
tt tee t.t z.b.:±:StStaTtiS ! !rr t apt l,ti 444.411 ft-SA PAytftlt
pohs. Iticte *sit he teal estate as 'slants. tAb.
eqAte till assistant". and (la J01111 the Inc o. .A1 the pres-
ent tom. the-re art iieteral INflOtiff. CIPIr set up to train
assistants. It oilers mkat1 (Irv/tattoo..

'A( atko fed the CIVIIretet has hard? %.ratk-N4 the
,uttace the total tockl. and Iht; kilo* it *A hair to
tome onto a 'Jet id SC in the (what- 11 is tiutgLatt to :It,
but A COttiptitC( Once It ik prorm-14 proptAtttoticd.
rolatovel> Ica ettor%.

23. r Isere II* 1. Co from can
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villain addition:NI iltallinitt 10111 fr011o h)Ut t.OSO CC%

,4 sac ot-46On Inch occupation has limnsl associa-
tions which arc generally most willing to pecnde you
with a great deal d informatics. Several have taken that
E step and arc pronidang iiaformatkwi on a local
hams. As an ocample, the Rochester Chapter of the
kincticas Markrting Association. during a recent Xmas
sacation. provitSed a silty.** plicmc-an The student
could call one rd the members, who via*, in hui.iness, and
ask specific questions about Job oppwtunities There
is nothing like getting it from the horse's mood..

the associatatns arc fisted in "Encyclopedia of As-
sOC4 ieitis publishcd by Gate Research Co.,
Book Tower, Da.toit, Mich. 4N22ft and it probably
itiatlatile ;ow-. ilitar".

thierai:Jnek. 43Viartation also has a Millaba of
naagazint-I that pertain to it. thrs.e arc fisted in

Stainda,-d Rau: and Data Scrsiees Directory. 5201 Old
Orchard WNW, oioe, IU tdM.17h and I. available in
.tour library.

iffootA WA-WNW Infix-mafiosi Services. Inc., also
pulfilishcs *I %Mu:. of hooks ahiut specific occurtatiess.
I bct.c hooks arc continually updated. in %caw cases
every ',teeth. These Occupation Kook are listed on a
cod in the hack of this book. Please indicate the speci-
fic nine you arc interested n and mail the card to us.

Neat AraporrA An ekcetiest iethod of obtain* addi-
tional date r to study the -Help Wanted" ads in your
newspaper, the New Yort Times and the Vinll Street
Journal. Thew ads will provide' you with a wealth of
infornsaion and will tell you which occupations are in
&man& what types of contpan.tb aft hinng. and what
type of individual they are looking for.



Part Three:

Choosing the Right Industry

24. Type. leidastiryOince yeu have been able
so narrow your choice of occupations, your next task is
so select one or several insiustnies whit* you feet have
potential. This is a tremendous task, as there are thou-
sands of possibilities that you sbould consider. *'c have
listed on the following pars a number of industries that
we feel have roittiCia) and also wale that we fed have
problems and should he avoided. We also note what
tme. i_a_44.4.1 and *fiat type of background has
been most succt-ssfii/ within a particular industrv.

ilmwdrortiost
ciinstruciain industry het ji) boons

in the 1W7iti's. the ,hooin that everybody had been pre-
dicting for the 54/S and Nis nes er ikieloped because
housing rated below k01.41 and Vietnam on Ow priority
ha However, the demand for dome housing far ex-
ceeds the existing supply, and it is getting worse every
day, ke predict the Federal Go serruncat will make
housing itas,Nuinber One priority and will channel tre-
enc-akit,lus ARM: of Mercy ado it.

&Nee housing WIlt.titictiott 1441 expand, it should pro-
saic eiicelknt employment lrpOrtUnit1C. IllCtC arc
three ways to get into the housing boom. You can wort
for a manufacturer and or supplier of pans to the in-
dustry A% an csamplc. we reediet mote .end more Oas-
ts: rots watt he used in housir.g, therefore, one could
work for a pisostik's manufacturer Mho is making or con-
sidering makitlg housing parts. Or you could work di-
rmtly for the builders. We predict escellost growth for
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the following types of housing: prefab homes, duplexes,
second homes ( vacation homes), apartments, mobile
homes, and business construction, office buildings and
factories., and remodeling older homes.

A third way to get in on the housing boom is to work
for a Federal Ager.cy or State Agency that deals with
the housing industry. Possible Degrees and Occupations:

Architect: An exciting area. AU one needs to do is
look at the new churches that are being designed and
the new high rise buildings.

Draftsmen and Designers: l'he job entails designing
buildings, writing specs, obtaining cost estimates/ nego-
tiating building contracts.

Construction Engineer.. Architectural engineering
hacktruund These are the men ttto tho--aw. woo-
Arra. The job requires kadership skills and the ability
to make decisions quicklylike look out you are going
to fa - !"
IligtharayI6The other types of construction that
must txx-rn in the 1970's are highways and rapid transe
systems. As soon as a new highway is completed today,
the ekisting vehicle traffic makes it obsolete. The answer

more highways and more rapid transit systems built
with government funds.

The throe ways to enter this field arc the same as
above. You can work for a supplier of parts. You can
'work for a c at agcucy, suds as the Department
of Transportation, or you can wort for a contractor. In
the latter caw, if you plan to actually wort on building
highways, or transit systems, you would be better aff
with a coil engineering, or possibly an electrical tog-
ricer* &fret However, for curry direct *vat*, dartt
arc mpprort leitsricfs in the 104.0t and this provides op.
iswismisnirs such as we lust preisionh sleictssicd, as
o lett acity 44- t n 1;14, 13 ru. 1 persormati.

Z4



Choosing vie Right Industry

Forward Planning Afanager: Thew arc the amen and
women litho locate and select sites for buildings and
shopping sites. They beam: involved in legal and pur-
CAM* aspects of land acquisitions and sato get into
puhhe relations. Some legal training would be helpful.

1111astufauseing

F4.04 ProdedisaArarracsat. ertjo eating ,and
food prices continue to go up. and, as king as these
two conditions continue to exist, ;he food industry offers
ex=llent possibilities. The marketing area is particularly
attractive. and. since the average company ogees such
a wide variety of products and has so many customers.
dse materials contred, tinassce, and management infer-

alar, have
Toistro Praleri a-21in spite of ail the hula-.
balms, these companies COOtiftle to grow by diversify-
ing into other fields. When an industry moves into new
WWII for is .1 can offer an esecilem opfxwttinity for
the indiialual who already has eyes-knee in that field.
As an example, suppose Reynolds Tobacco decides to
enter the cassette tape field by acquiring a small com-
pany. Reynolds is many times bigger than the acquired
company, and you know they walk pumping money
into it and will need additional pm* who are (vett-
awed in the tape recording lieut. You, icing an expert
m tape rcroorilitig, eau t*-fy easily qualify for a good
position with Reynolds.
Testae MN Pr darts- 22--It sill benefit from the
trend unwed individuality of dress and the growing
clothes coilsCkNisiloft% Of the American MSC. I-01 years,

succoah, the clothing industry has teed So get
the men of America to wear sinnerbing other than a
white shirt aml a gray NOMA Wit today. the Americas
male has gone wild in his dress. and ni should oder op-
pottuantes liom designers ri"tit firowiii ihe line.
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there are certain 'ohs that pertain strictly to this in-
dustry . Theic include chermeal and ststile ertrineers.
settee chemists, and tessile to;.+T.iciatits.
Fansitarr aged Fistare-2Sthij:-: -sill he a con-
tinuing demand for furniture. liscre ar..es 1"f ttrAlih
(fiat should he watched Out nation is on the move. and,
as a family rairves from place to plice. it tends to lose
its sense id identity therefore. many (Id so. loaf tor the
(4id fashioned ways and psi to autsfues and (4 'mini
hortamere. This is oat trend.

Another trend is the desire for individuality in fur,
noun. Young Americans have their on taste, and this
will provide a continuing tiv.ed for sawlike companies
to 'musty these tames_ Some consparucs *A produce old
tOkinial, while others will nude old Dutch harnitore.
nese rognrsaisat-t.

aiiiiriC4 it, the needs of the American people.
a arU cider esedle..4 opportunities for the este-

wive -to do his own thieig_-
On the other hand. there aril ta' a lair demand fix

standard furiuturc Larre companies adl mass rekligki0C
plastic products there will he more foamed plastic
furniture and many new types of outdoor fiaraiture.
Ibis is another caafftple td an old industry moving into
new- fields and should oiler escelleist opportunities to
those indisiduals who are csperiensrd m plastics.

There is a Nask benefit to the furnitsue industry. Many
of their factories arc tocaiiid tit *sine Tine races to live,
kLe tilt Point, Siords Carolina.

the turnissirr, industry needs all the haw require-
1111Crits a maniufatimina company dies We fed there is
a rest (Iraq ot loom for better ads, and advcrusang
could preside et:client orp rt iiit.i ic. for takmtrd fens-
lobs.
Aspire aged diked rrodawislmI his indio.try is
hissenint amt( aitl tontinue to Jo .,4 I he low paper
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Choosing the Right Industry h

trical companies will need technical people and non-
technical. Again, the latter would be better off staying,
with a consumer oriented company.
MachinaryExcept Elecerical-35AAmerican in-
dustry is continuously striving Zo reduce its labor costs,
and machinery is -the obvious answer, There Will be a
large expansion'in mining equipment, conveyors, farm
machinery. Office equipment will continue to undergo
revolutionary changes. Computed will become smaller,
apd less expensive. In the near future, every household(
and every classioom will have-its-own computer.
I Air conditioning has only'scratched thc surface of its
pdtential. In the future, there will be comrete systems
in every house to perMit the home .owner to pick the.
right environment. -

Electronic Computing Equipment- -3573 I.B.M.
and are two of the best training groundslOr
markeling men and women. This field hds to be among
the great gtowth areas. of the future and includes op-;
poritmities for the manufacturer as well as distributors
of the 'equipment. We predict the really big future will
Be in manufacture and distribution of small special.
purpose c puters, such as classroom units, units for
the housewife` nd the salesman out on the road,. We
envision excellen Portunities with the small com-
puter companies, .and owing a computer serviceman
or lady would be a swell idea>
Automatic Merchandising lilitchinba-3581N3,
field has excellent growth possibilities because it dim-.
Mates, the need of surly clerks; is open for business on
a 24 hour per day basi and eliminates losses due to
stealing. -
household Applianc 3630-- The trend toward.
mechanizing the home will condi* upAated and, in
our opinion, this industry has all kinds of 'potential, as,
no matter how you slice it, housework and cookifig
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are just plain drudgery.
- , This indtkstry has obvious possibilities for mechanical

whizzes to come up with new ways to open a can, and
it will provide opportunities for the remainder of, the
troops, as they sell a wide variety of producti to a wide
range of customers. Materials Confrol is especially im-
portant. 4 e
Radio and Television Receiving Sets-3651The
great emphasis in the future should be in .the audio-
visual cassette market. We envision this market as being
a great deal closer to reality, than most of us realize,
and you should take a lose look at it.
StortsgeBatieries--3 1As more and more em-
phasis is placid on elimin ting pollution, the ,demand for
storage batteries'as a source of power should continue.
The field offers excellent possibilities.
Transportation Equipment Moor Vehicles-37

Despite the crusading presence of Ralph Nader the
automotive . industry offers excellent p9ssibilities for the
future. These. !arm giant companiesrcan be an excel-
lent training ground for young' executives. Several have
their own schools which offer a fret education. ,-

The automotive giants are branching out into other it
areas such .as boats, trailers, mobile home's. ,.

The career opportunities include desigh, styling, sales,.,
sales promotion, public relations, finance; production,

- engineering and pretty well run the gamut of possible
opportunities. .

.

Aircraft and Parts-3721=This poor industry was
clobbered in l969- 1970 -1971 because of government
cutbacks, Thousands of skilled engineers have been laid
off. It does not appear there will be an earl return to,
big space programs, etc., so that if you pick this6area,
you are gambling that commercial and private aviation
will pick up. We belio"re that it will sand that many of
the giant aircraft manufacturers will enter new fields,
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such as housing. .
Trailer tOaches-4791As we have mentioned,
housing is critical and motor homes are one possible
answer. This industry is young and hasyoung managers
and is not too concerned whether you have a degree or
not.
Myhanicai Measuring and Controlling Infant-
ments=3821--Measuring controls are very important

this day of automation. Controls check the flow of oil,
gas, and production on the assembly, line. As automa-
tion increases, so will the need for newer and better
controls: New measuring devices must be formed to
checFpollutioni and the companies in these fields should
offer outstanding possibilities.
Opti&ii instruments and Lenses-3831This field
will benefit from increased government expenditures.
The companies in this field are old lino and offer secu-
rity but relatively minimum salary and poor rapid pro-
motion possibilities.
Surgical and Medical Instruments and Apparatus
---3841Excellent growth possibilities, Especirlly
good potential for the mechanically inclined.
Dental Equipment and Supplies-3843--As long
as there are teeth, there will be a demand for dental
supplies.
psq tog rap it ic Equipment and Suppli a--3861 --
With the possibility of leisufc time and wider travel,
the demand fo-r photographic supplies will continue to
increase. This industry could be classified as "friendly
competitors," so, that" job security is relatively good, and
the tension factor is minimal. ,
Miscellaneous Miumfacturing ?idlest ries-39
The second line inanufacturersare quite often forgottet
by the job seeker. Many of them can offer excellent
opportunities. As our income rises and our leisure time -
increases, we will find ourselves turning more and more
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* .te nonesentiaPpurchases. 1 1 4 demand, 4- prOd-
ucts as musical in?truments *ill grow. We will see a
continued demand for toys, This industry has turned
from being a small mom and ,pop type of operation
and has become., a sophisticated industry. More and
mac toys'are becoming learning tools, and we liope'this
will continue to be the case. The toy industry needs en-
gineers, deiigners, market researchers, sales personnel`
and financial people and a few nuts. It is an area to take

-. a close-look
Sporting' goods and athletic goods generally require

a great "deal of hand labt,r, so that more and more of
these products are being manufactured in loW labor cost
countries. This trend should continue. We predict 'the
majority .of American companies will turn to baoming,
primarily, importers of foreign sporting goods. This will
provide opportunity for marketing, financial people, and
materials control people.

One of the biggest disappointments in the stock.mar-
ket over the past several years has been the school
suppliers 'such as pen, pencils, crayon manufacturers.
Since. more and more money will be poured into edc^.a-

. tion,lhcse companies.shotild get a tremeridous'boegt.

Transportation
Motor Freight-4213--Thk industry faces a deat
many problemsa stropg and active .union, overcrowd-
ed highways, government red 'tape, lost shipments and
small profit margins, because so much of their total ex-
pense is labor expense, but it.will continue to grow in
the years ahead of us.

This means opportunity for personnel, as
truckers will be forced to turn to greater use of the com-
puter to elinlinate manual, labor in billing and 'record
keeping. The materials control people and the computer
will improve scheduling and effective utilization of
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trucks. New spedialized equipment will feducemainte-
nonce and equipment costs.
TraniportatipnAir--4511While the. airlines:Ao
face a great many problerns, it does Provide tremendous
opportunities, as we. expect to see it expand rapidly in
the years ahead of us. .The air-fr6ght segment is .still in
its infancy and must increase, as we become more of a
one world. The area that needs great improvement is
the,ground handling, as it is here where most of the air-
line's costs and problems arise. It is an'area well worth
looking into.

The passenger service! should continue to expand.
Business travel of necessity will increase. Pleasure travel
has topped only a small portion of its market potential,

, as 'actually very few of us have ever:flown. Since 50%
of all the people who are flying for non-business reasons
are women, the airline industry should provide excellent
opportunities for wonNn airline, executives.
Freight Forwarding - 4712° -The pay for a freight
forwarder can be $40,b00 'or more, depending upon

'ability. With the expected growth in world, trade, there
should be a number of jobs opening'up. Since a freight-
fOrwarder is a specialist, it does take some specialized
training. A young person might decide to get a jump on
his competition. by studying Chinese.

cpmmunications
Telephone- 4811 = -The telephone field must expand
;n the years ahead. Since it is /a Monopoly service and
closely regulated by the igovernment, it offers security
but relatively slow advancement possibilities.
Television Brondcasting-4833--Dynamic oppor-
tunities exist in this field. The cable TV market should
mushroom, ag shoUld the audio-Usual cassette market.
Adyanced degrees are favored in this"arep. Since the
industry has to .spend a considerable amount of. time
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with government regulating agencies, a law degree is a.
help.

4
.

Utilities
Electric and Other Gas Services -49 The utility
field has one of the greatest growth potentials in cthe
United States. The utilities are faced with the pollution
problem, and they need marine biologists to .work with
the atomic power stations, The utilities need 'good ad-
vertishig and public relations personnel to explaid their
positions to the public. .:

The utility industry is regulated by several govern-
mental agencles;'and, generally, when this is the case,
you have the governmental' type of bureaucracy creep-
ing in. This means that promotion is slow, and the pay
is not among the highest. There is excellent security and

: the tension factor is not large, as a utility is a monopoly
.,, 'and 'has 'nci competition.

-

Wholesalelrade-50--To put it simply, wholesaling'
has undergone great change in the,past 10 years. At one
time, a manufacturer sold to a wholesaler, who in turn
sold to a retailer..Theri, the discounter came into the
picture, and the scene was drastically changed! A whole-
saler, instead of selling to a discounter, may sell his
products in leased space in the discount store. The
wholesaler may have, the sporting goods concession, as
an example. Or, the w 'olesaler may completely skip'
the retailer and go \direc to the customer. Using sport-
ing goods as an example, the wholesaler may sell foot-
ball equipment to the schools. fk, the wholesaler may
sell in the normal chain to the retailer.

The wholesaler continues to play a very vital film-
. tion, and he will be inexistence for many years to come.

Wholesalers need nontechnical' personnel to .act in /a
.

financial capacity, traffic, personnel and sales.
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...petal Trade .

Department Stores-5311-LThis field is dominated
by the giants, as the top; 100 department stores did
about 60% of all department _store business in ,the

1960's. It is estimated by 1975 tha 80% of all depart-
mcnt store sales will be made in the suburban branch.

,stores. Since the department store dOes offer exCellent
poisibilities to, the, nontechnical, we. will discuss a 'few,
of the occupations that are- available.

Buyer Atl department store buyer tests the whole
man. It tests his astuteness in buying, selling, gales pro..
motion, and mathematics. The Object of any,business
is :to -obtain a profit. The buyer's job is to obtain as
much profit per square foot as he possibly can. To. ob-'
win maximum profits, he tnust be Ole to purchase mer-
chandise that he can sell at a profit. The department
store buyer must beIntelligent, alert, personable and
have good promotion ideas. He will spend a great deal
of his time with customers On the selling floor, or, in the
case of ,a chain operation, the buyer ,will spend 'a great
deal of 'his time out in the- field getting the local stores
to move his merchandise. This is a key point to re

buyer is responsible for selling the mer-
chandise, as well as buying it The buyer's job 'is one
oC the better opportunities in the department store field._

Traffic Manager and Warehouse Manager: Respon-5
-sib* for receiving, storing and seeing to it that the goods
are available when needed. It is becoming an increas-
ingly 'important function. .

.Advertising .Manager: -Is responsible for advertising
the store's products in newspapers; magazines; radio,
television and outdoor advertising media, such as bill-
boards, on buses and subways. -

Manager of Internal and Inventory Audit: Is respon-
sible for seeing that the actual inventory (goods that are
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?At the floor) agree with the inventory that is recorded
6n the books. He or she is also responsible for seeing
that bills submitted are correct bills and arc paid for
properly.

ManagerConstruction and Maintenance: 11 respon-
sible for all buildings that are erected and for keeping
the existing buildings in repair. The construction mana-
ger will work closely with the top management of the

°store when plans are being made, for'new store openings.
Bhcanse of the of new store openings, it offers
excellent possibilities.

Display Manager: Is responsible for window displays,
Xmas displays, outdoor displays, displays of anger.

Personnel and LaboP Relatiotts:Manager: Is respon-
sible for hlring,, training, motivating and possibly .even
firing, and labor contracts.

Fashion Promotion Manager: Is responsible for pro-
Moting fashion shows and for new fashion ideas,\ This
individual will work with manufacturers on the promo-
tion of new fashions. He or she will set up luncheons
for displaying fashions and will,sre to it that the store's
fashions are, used in plays and the theater. This indi-
vidual has a. high tendency toward ulcers during any
midi-Maii-mini 'debates: ,

Public Relations Manager: Guess?
'bivisional Merchandise Manager: Is resp.onsible for

selecting, buying, displaying, and selling. In a n tshek,
this is one of the leading positions, as he or s e bas
overall responsibility for aline of products. As n ex-
ample, there is a merchandise manager that is re pon-
sible for recreation products. He 'sees to it that hii area
sells as much merchandise as possible for the spac that
is assigned to it. The higher the volume an area ells,
the more money a merchandise manager makes.

Security: This man is becoming one of the key, execu-
s in the department store field. Security is maintained
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by guards, dogs, burglar alarms and' fire. alarms. The
area offers great oppOrtunity, as stores. are almost being
forced to close their doors as the rate of stealing in-

.
creases: .

Sales Clerks: These are the people that are rolpon-
sible for glaring at, you when you ask a cluestionAhis
is where everybody generally, starts.

Credit Manager: With out cashless society, the credit
field has tremendous ofportunities for expansion. A
credit manager's job can be very exciting and challeng:
ing. ,

4here are several different ..ways a credit man can
obtain experience. He might start with a bank, or he

'Might possibly 'begin his career with ,Dun and Brad-
street. D & B offers excellent possibilities, as the credit
man visits a wide number of companies in the course '
of his busines's hnd may find a company that is looking
for a good credit man.
Mail Order Houser;-5322 In our-opinion, this field
is still in 'its infancy. Storei are faced - with personnel
prtlems, theft and 'building costs. Shoppers face traffic
congestion. The mail order field will need good MIS.
people, advertiting and . sales promotion specialists,
Warehouse experts and good finance people.
Merchandise Vending Maelsines-5341These 'op- 4.

erations will grow for the same reasons a above and
they will move into many new areas. A. relatively new
innovation is cassette dhplication. You do not have to
be a college graduate to-succeed in this field.
Banking fil--Banking is one of the better opportu-
nities for the nontechnical: It is an (excellent training.
ground. Many wealthy faMilies sent their youngsters for
a year or two of training witlra big city bank, and, if it
is good enough for them, it must ke O.K. :

The security in banking is excellent, and, since banks
rare virtually a monopoly, there' is nit the struggle for
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survival that you find in Many industries.
The loan departments and the trust departmdnts offer

the finest opportunities. A lo4n officer is actually a sales-
man, as it is his. job to gp out and get large deksitors,
as a bank needs their funds in order .to loan money.

There are basically two types of banks. The are the
wholesale banks who deal prirnarilY-with large corpora7
tions, If you are considering this area, it'is a good idea,
to obtain an Ivy League degree. As an example, Morgan '
Guaranty in its 30 top positions had 19 'men.%-kho had
.graduated, or attended an Ivy League school. Of these,
.13 attended either Princeton, Harvard or Yale.

the other type of bank is the retail bank, which ha'
branches', and where the common folk 'deposit .their
nickels and dimes. An Ivy League degree is not as im-
portant here. . .

The trust department is growing by leaps and bounds.
Estate and pension funds build up huge sums of money
that must be managed and invested. A trust department
needs goAadministrators and stock and bond analysts.

The la'stea.of opportunity in banking is the opera-
_ flans' department. These are the men and women, who

handle your money and your Checks. This area is at the
lower end of the pay scale but can offer. excellent possi-\
bilities to the computer technician. The bank's credit.
systems open up an .entire new area of ppportunity for
credit personnel, operations people, etc.
Stock Brokers-62A! young person can select one
of two areas. in the stock broker field. He can enter the
operations department orfas they call it, the backroom.
This area must be automated to handle the huge num-
ber of transactions that will, be conducted in the future.
Yesterday, a 10 million share day was considered large. ,
Today, a 20 million share day-is codiidered large. We
imagine tomorrow will bring 30, 40, 50 million share
days.
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A number of stock brokers fell on times in the
early 1970's: Their operations wee antiquated and in-
efficient, and a few went under. Stock brokerage houses
will have to be put on a profitable operating basis, and
they will require system specialists. It will he an excel-.

'lent area for the'computer technician.
. The other area of opportunity is selling securities and
here big money can be made,

A stock brokerage, office is an`exciting.place to work. .
There is a great deal of activity and the pace can be
hectic. It is a field ivhere a capable young person can
rise to the top in salary and position.. .

The drawbacks"are minirhal job security, low starting
salaries, and saldrie's paid by commission. This can

0 make it.11 very cruel world indeed.
One ,excellent way. of entering the brokerage field is

to 'work with a bank for a few years and then possibly
switch over. Banks have huge amounts of money to in,-
vest. (Pension funds and trusts.) So, if you have made
friends with some of the bank's investment officers, you
are in an excellent pdsition to handle some of their stock
purchases.

We have all read about the stock broker who had
to leave the brokerage field in 1970, because he-was
unable to earn a living. That is true, 1970 was not the
best ever. However, many brokers were able to make a
great ideal of money in 1968, 1960: In some cases, we

, feel they were far overpaid. As in several other cases,
we suggest,that, if you work in this field, grab as much
money as you can, salt some of it away. and always
keep yOur eye peOled for ti good, sound job like invest-

,

mg funds for some heaVily endowed univoity.
Insurance-61--Life insurance companies are no
longer the ultra-conservative ,institutions that they once
were. They are gradually reorganizing as !riding com-
panies and are cxpanding into real estate development
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and management, Consumer finance and 'affiliation with
mutual funds. The reason they are doing so is fairly ob-
vious; They have so much in the way of funds to invest
that they gave to do something with the money. This'
Very pleasant condition will continue in the future:

Like stocks., insurance' his two major areas of oppor-
tunityoperations and selling. As in every ,endeavor,
selling is the 'name of the game, and heie you can.make,

most Miley. . .

There are a vast cumber, of opportunities in the op-
erations area. Examples are claims adjusting, safety pro-
grams (insurance companies love safety), advertising,
and public relations.

A few insurance companies participate in the practice
of hiring insurance,salesmen-, knowing full well the ma-
jority of these men and women will not stay on: The ,
company will more than get its investment :back, as
these salesmen are able to sell their friends. Actually,
it is a pyramid effect, the salesmen are frequently offered
bonuses to hire other salesmen. Howeya, once these
salesMen get beyond their friends, they find it is ex-
tremely difficult to sell strangers, so they go into some-
thing else. .

Services ,
. .

Hotels, Motile--70--We 11 love to travel, and; with
greater leisure time and more. discretionarY income, this
field will continue to grow. The greatest opportunities
will be with the large chain ype motel -hotel operations.
New areas that will be 9pe ing up are hotels for chit-
dren, camping areas for'campers and dormitory - styled
lodges for young 'people.

Conventions are a very important part of. a hotel's
, bminess, and the number of conventions that are held .

each year is increasing. We feel a convention mana-
ger's job would be very altractive for a vitiman.
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Personal Sertnees=72---We have all road about the
tremendous opportunities that exist in this field. It is _a
big area, and you should take a close look at it. Be sure
to read our book, "Buyerism""How 'to Buy a Fran-
chise or a Small Busine§s." It discusses this areaho-
tels, motels, amusements, retail trade, wholesale, etc.
Your own business is one of the better ways to spend
your life:

Advertising Agency
Advertising-7311There. arc any number of books
written about advertising agencies, and you hear so
many conflicting stories that you don't know what to
believe. A recent book called something about "Pearl

-Harbor,'? and written by an ac&ertising executive; goes
into great detail about the scared troops who ,work in .

/-the agencies. It seems, they ace scared to death of los-%
ing an account, and we feel they should be, as niany are
so overpaid for, tho job they .are doing that it is not even
funny. They lie awake nights worrying about the adver-
tiser, who pays their bills, will suddenly discover that
he is g'etting hosed, and he will get someone else to do as

, good or ketr Rib for a Slot less money. A:number of
advertisers did cut, back on their advertising expendi-

. tutes drastically in 1970, and a lot of s40,000450,000
a year men and women were out on the pavements
standing in the unemployment lines.

Many Of These advertising executives get to the point
where they think they really areworth this much inonev.
They go to great lengths to try ancrptove they ar.;, and
this includes The big house in Connecticut and the Yacht
Club. They know deep down inside that there areany '
number' of people who could do as effective A job, as
they dot but, with_alt those bigbills They have ruri Op,
they have,to keep their big salaries. So, they worry, and
worry leads to drinking, and drinking ,leads . . !
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. Frankly, we think the best way to/enter the agency
Add is to go in with yotir eyes wide open. Accept the

---7-fact that, if `you get a big salary, you are partially a._
phony, and you can get sliced down quicker than Alka

.. Seltzer works. SO, go in there, _work like the Devil, live
on an income you trnly believe You'should be snaking;
and sal; the rest away for the day when you get the axe.

However, if you are good, you can ma e a great deal111

of money in advertising, and you can ake, it' while
/ yOu are still young eitough to enjoy it. As an example,

the directors of TV commercials in tun City are paid
an average of $200 per day. A few gets as much as
$3000 a day. A director,-atone time, was considered to
be -just a technician. ,Now he is= considered to be an

, artist, and at those salaries we imagine 'you Would' be
willing to be culled anything.

We foresee the' advertising _field °undergoing some
' vast cltanies in the years ahead. The jecent trend has

been toward comical commercials, 4 wever, after you
-----have_seen the portly sheriff for Chryiler's coninercinls
.. go through his machinations once, it is no longer funny

the second time around. Everybody's commercials re
hilarious today, -and we believe a great- deal of this u-
mor will be buried along with §peedy. liopefuH , ad-
vertisers will piovide more,.programs and adv in
nu.sagesthat are of a public service nature,'rather t an
Merely beating their gums about how their gasoline
pollutes the air less than _btand X's. .

Actually, Madison Avenue is very much maligned.
It's simply not trip_ that advertising executives in New
York 'drink more martinis than their ,counterparts in
Chicago and San Franciscothey have switched to
Scotch. Advertising_cat be a great place to be; this is
where the real action is4 This is what it is all about! , ,
_. One area of advertising that is still in its infancyls

direct mail. We all know that everybody professes to
.: ,
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be sick and tired of receiving junk mail, but it does
-serve a definite need since segmented marketing is be-
coming so important. Instead of selling to everybody,
there are those special interest groups, atd-advertising
will be directed to ?hem by dire& mail, audio-visual cas-
settes, cable television, as well as FM radio. Direct mail
advertising offers fabulous opportunities. '

What are the positive' aspects of getting into adver-
tising? A great deal Of money can be made in the ad-
vertising field. 'It is also an exciting area and can pro-
vide an e client training ground for a future job with
an adver set., .

There re negative aspects toward entering the ad-
vertisirig eld. There is next to nct security. You can
be a he o c day and' be-a complete bum the next. You
can be making $40,000 a year; and your agency, loses a
large account; and you are out on the street collecting
unemployment checks. The advertising field was under
heavy bombardment In 1970, and many execs ttre still
looking, to latch on to another opportunity. Our advice,
sii,*go'intp this field with yourbabyLblues wide open,
grab as much of the available loot as you can, sock it
away to tide you over and keep your radar tuned up
for any job openings with an advertiser.
Private Employment Agencies-736i:-Thg group
of ding dpngs live on human blocd, as they ,thrive on
both tragedy and succes§.1Vhen some poor,S161? 4 being
pushed out of his high-backed exeeutiveshaik:Irttiii:Jhe:z
cruel world to find a job, he/ is a possible ;source of
revenue to the employment agency,-if-and when he lands
a new job. However, the agency probably has someN9d}r

____:_ready; willing- andable to take Over his old job..You
might saythe agency has it coming and going.

The age9cy field has all the excitement and glamour
of international spying. We know of one employment
agency egecutive who paid a visit to a corporation presi-
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dent .who was in the market for some higitToWered en-
'gincers. To put it mildly, the presidenewas startledrhen
the agency executive whipped Out a map that showed
the engineering office of one of our larger engineering ,

companiesas a matter of fact; G.E. On this chart were
the names of the engineers, where they: sat, who jfthe
went ta. lunch with, where they last worked, .and what
kind of money it would take to get,them.

Many, Ofthese. agencies are now starting to
You have recruiters for financial executives, engineers;
salesmen; perionnel, -Custodial engineers and the list°
could go on and on.
Temporary Help:7736I---Thii service has catapult-
ed to the top in the last few years and should continue
to do well, in the yeas ahead. Many.coiporations have
found it is less, expensive to.set tetriporary help than it
is to keep more, help than necessary to efficiently run
an operation. As many executives are fond of saying,
!`they run a tight ship." Go around that once More, you
ask. 'Well, in:the old days, a corporation used tokeeP
a whole gang of secretaries at the ready. They would
have work . some of the time, and otheritimes there
would be little More to do than tear down the _poor new
girl that just came into the office. However, there were .2
always 'one or. two gals whemlid not shOw: up, and the
8thers would fill in for her. This was an expensiVe op- .

eration. Then, temporary help jumped into the driver's
seat. Now, when a secretary is unable to come to work,
a quick call to People Power, brings a.;gal on the run
to fill, in the breach. It makes a great deal of sense.

Up until 1970, the Temp Agencies had a greater
problem getting recruits than they had' getting places to
put them'. 1976 balanced the scales between supply ands,
demand:
'Busineis Services (N.E.C.)-7393Protection:
Peeple-aie scared to death today. You can take a walk
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\at,10:00 ai night in downtown Washington, only one
block from the White House, and mit vcreature ff.:, --tie-
ring, not even.muggers, who are even afraid'to venture
outside.

Protectibn .Agencies are popping up like pdppies in
the field. Pinkerton's and Burns' lead the parade and

. there are a host of others.
. The Market potential is limitless. Stores are losing

so much merchandise through itealing that many have
to practically close their doors. Plants are guarded
againstfoes from without and our wheelbarrow friend
from within. Neighborhoods wain their ownpatrols.
Homes must 'be rded against vandalg and burglars.
A number of w co anies have been formed to man-
ufacture, and market electronic devices.. It is, estimated

. this market will be well in excess of.$2 billion dollars
'in 1970. All in all, it could be a very attractive possi-

,..bitity for the career seeker.
Ripair Services-76The repair field is one of dn.
better opportunities that exists. As we have mention
in technical supportwben machines are expensive and
the personnel who run them arc paid well, and possibly
throwing in a third factor, the field is a monopolybe-
coming a repairman is en excellept idea. Examples are
X-ray =nines, dental equipment, andthusiness dia-
chines. Actually, a great many younger people should
go to college, raise some hell, learn a little about book-
keeping, ,and then becOme a plumber. The pay is good
.--$20,000 or more a. year. All you need is some pull
to get into the union.

antalther Health Services-80This field
. has to be one of the more dynamic areas of the future. 4
More and more doctors are getting together in one
building for group practices, and this offers excellent
possibilities for medical assistants, X-ray technicians,
etc. In addition, these offices have tons of paperwork
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lnd will require office managers, M.f.S. syshn experts,
etc. The opportunities are great. )
Legal Services-81In our study of corporate man-
agements, there were more lawyers at high level posi-
tiOns than any other profession. Wit have also found
that company prcsigents 'rely on their lalvyer, more than
anybody else. Why are lawyers so important? Possibly
several reasonscompanieg must deal more and more -
with regulating agencies. A lawyer is accustomed to
think in an orderly fashion, and this generally makes a
good exec. Also, unfortunately, you are no longer able
to come to an agreement with a firm handshake, as you,

can't trust the other bugger, and he doesn't trust you.
There is a moral to thig story,%but we will leave it unsaid. -

Education Services-12--Naturally, excellent oppor-
ctunities do exist-ki this field: Several new areas that look
promising are the vocati9nal schools and correspon-
dence schools. Both are 4 means of keeping a person ,

up-to-date and to specialize-lin one particular area. -

Miscellaneous ServicesAccountingToday's top.
executives' come first from lawyers; secondly from
CPA's. Again, a CPA is taught to think logically and
accurately. In addition,- there are more and more gin,-

I ernment regulations that enter into the accounting area
This is why a CPA certificatisi'n is essential, and it is
extremely worthwhile to obtain.

25. IndustriesSummationIf your background
is nontechnical, your chances of getting to the top are
better in thos' industries whichafe consumer-oriented.
In the manufacturing area, ,examples cold include con-
Venience foods, tobacco, apparel, furniture and fixtures,
paper and allied products, printing, plus areas such as
transportation, communication, public utilities, whole-
sale trade, retail "trade, Vance and real estate, and es-
pecially' 'services.

If yo$ background is technical; your, best opportu-
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nities are with manufacturers of 'industrial products
such as machine tools, machinery, kbricated metal
products (cam, etc.), electrical, machinery, electronics,
transportation equipment, and also in those industries
which have high , capital expenditures and are highly

. technicalmining, petroleum refining, -steel, aluminum,
etc. .. . -

Most industries do'reqUirea college education today,
and one of the few that doesn't is grocery stores. If you
are not a special* in anything, you are probably better
off going into the wholesale trade, retail trade or ser- .
vice industries. :.

Each industry has certain distinct chnracteristics,
and we would like to suggest a few we have &Covered.

.t. You may or may not agree with us, big it Will generate
2 few new ideas which, you wilf probibly want.to expand

: iiPbn. 1

In certain industries y,ou do not have to have a gray
beard before they promotelou. As an example, indus- .

tries that'are relatively. new have young men and women '
in top positions... These include manufacturers of con-

mvenience foods, mobile homes,' toys, cosmetics, 'plastics
and mutual funds. and many of the .service industries
such as motels, advertising, private employments agen-
cies. In addition, in ustries that are highly competitive
can have young exec dyes. Examples are foodk, toys,
cosmetics, "'plus some magazine publishers, business

jnrms manufacturers, pa r; furniture and fitutes, soap
d detergents. Basically, many industries that are not

highly technical tend to have younger executives.
There are also certain industries where the executives

as a group are older, and thit probably means your
chances of lasting through to retirement are excellent.
The most security minded areas are those industries that
are regulated directly or indirectly by the Government.
Examples could include pharmaceutical manufaCturers,
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petroleum producers, transportation (railroa di , air -.
lines, trucking), communications (telephone, telegraph,
television), public utilities, and banking. The security
opportunities are also good in those industries where
there is no competition, limited competition, or 'Identi-
fy competition." Examples could include all those
were mentioned tinder government regulated plus menu,
facturers of electrical equipment, rubber tires, prOfes-
sional scientific and controlling instruments, optical
goods, photographic goods, pins the mining Industry
lead, copper, .etc. Basically, industries that are highly
technical or require high capital investments generally
have older. execs. Most of. the, above do, plus manufac-
turers of machine tools, heavy equipment, stransporta-
don equipment' (cars, buses; trucks), etc..-

26. Wheie Do You Go from Here?On the pre-
'vious pages are listed, what we consider to be some of
the more outstanding usinesses, institutional and gov-
ernmental' opportunities. As your next step, we suggest

' you narrow this list down to four or five opportunities
and then seek additional information about them.

There afe basically seven sources of additionaliiN
formation. The first fourassociations, magazines,
newspapers and bookswere discussed at the end of
the section on Occupations: The fifth, to our knowledge,
has never been discussed anywhere, but one of the best
sources of 'information about specific industries are'.
stock brokers. These men and women are more up-to-
date on what is going on in a specific industty than,
just about ahybody, excluding us of course. Each stock
Brokerage house has a security analyst or Iwo, who
tends to specialize in one particular industry.,As an ex-
ample, there is an analyst who specializes in the mobile
home industry, while an analyst for another brokerage
house specializes in the trucking tindustry.- The great
part about it is these brokerage houses will be pleased
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to provide this information to you "free-of-chaige, be-
cause it is good public relations for them, and whO
knowsyou might °tie day be' a large stock customer.

The sixth source is our new series of books that will
provide up-to-date information about the opportunities
in a specific industry. In these books, we are able to
provide an in-depth study of,a particular industry which
will, include its potential, possible problems,, sources of
additional 'information (specific security' analysts,
books, magazines, associations, etc.) needs, require-
ments, etc. These books should answer ,the majority of
your questions.

Theindustries which we will provide this information
about are:

Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Communication
Public Utilities
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance and Real Estate
Services
'These books shoulcl beavailable at your local book-

store and newsstand. If not, please indicate the industry
you are interested in on the card that is in the back of ,

this book, and we will mail you the book you request.
The seventh source that we highly recgmmend is

"The Wall. Street Trinscript," whose offices are located
at 54 Wall Street, New York City 10005. This weekly
newspaper summarizes the stock recommendOons of
various brokerage houses and security analysts. It is
expensive, as it costs $6 per week, but your library
probably has a copy. It is also available on microfilm.
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Severe .Kareer Killers

The biggest and most fatal Kareer Killer of them, ail
is yourself, and; if you think this may be,a sermon, you
are right. You can 4o more' to destroy yourself. than the
rest .of the wor} ' put together.. Here are just a few ex
amplest We know you could add a great inany more. '1

Lack of Self - Control: A question that:a great many
executives should 'ask their subordinatei is, "if fou are
unable to control yourself, how can yin' control gni,.
one else?" Each group and each generation has its
dropouts. The.executive cluk.has a Jot of dropouts, and.
all one has to do to see them is to visitthe bat* at noon
of (any of the better hotels, such as the Watergate in.
Washington, D.C., the Plaza. in New York or the, Fair-
mount in San Francisco, and you will -find thein there.
The great Thing thiy have going for themselves is that
'sOmebody else is-iYaying the tab. in bill opinion, this
is a .temporary euphoria as they, will all eventually be
replaced by others who have better ielf-cOntrol.

If one wants to get ahead in thedw.O'rld, he or she must
learn to do all things in'moderation. It's easy to say,
but very diffir:ult to dO.

Inde.eiSion' This not only kills people but companies.
as well. The ilOgan is "put off Until tomorrow what you
could do today." The only way to lick this Killer is to
start making decisions and, once yiou have made it, stick.
to it, unless itprOves to be absolu'tely incorrect.

Opinions: A real Killer is to continually worry about
the opinions.Of 'others. It can alsii be a Kompany Killer,
as it gets to be .a phobia to the point that the end result
is notthe important cOnsideratiOn, how.you explain

I ®.
/
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getting there. If any of you have read .any annual re-
port and the president of the company's message in the

front, you will know what we meaa.
Lack' of initiative: Everybody likes to have people

working with them that have get up and, go. If you
don't have it, it is very doubtful if yciu- will succeed at
anything. Ore reason why a lot of,people lose it is they,.
are bOreit to death with their job and life' in general. ;1

The answerget into something you enjoy.
Lack of Organization: It is not easy to organize, but

it is a Must if you are going to do anything well. As 'the
experts say, "Make your plan and then work your plan."
You can start organizing by working? ;:on the simple
thingslistion a sheet of paper 'what you must do and
then, as you do them, cross them out. Simple to accom-
plish? Not ,by, a long, , -

Loa of Awareness: One executive had a favorite ex-
piession that he used with his subordinate's, "You are
so busy chopping wood that you don't see what is going
on around youyoq, don't see the foresti%u don't
see the big picture you lose sight of your overall goal."
And it is true, a great many qf us are so busy working
that we are unable to devote any time to the really im-
portant aspects of our careez-such as, where, do you
want to be in ten years? There is a sad ending to this
storythe exec who loved to use this expression was

. good at giving advice to others, :Mt he did not accept it 4
himself. He was so busy chopping down others that he
'failed to see the bitter animosity of his fellow workers,
and he Was soon purged, possibly for the good of all,
and entered the ranks of the unemployed. 1'

Wrong Goals: We have all known executives whO
have tended to place their major empha on the wrong
goals. As an example, an executive may be extremely
aggressive on the tennis court or on the golf course, and

.he will go all out to win; yet he does not apply this same
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aggressiveness to his career. He'doesn't get started on
time in the morning, and he\quits early in the afternoon,
and he does this for a period of time. BasiCally, his prob.1
lem is he attacks sports like a winner and his career.

like a loser.
"Loose lipssink ships" was a well -known slogan in

World War 11, and it still can be applied, today to ,ca-
reers. Spreadinirumors and breaking confidences are
two of the better ways to end up in the ashcan. We
know of one sly executive who Would make up tall
tales and then tell one of the tales to each of his sub-
ordinates. Only the subordinate and the executive knew
the story and the executive asked that ifbe kept in con-
fiditce. fie ,soon found mit who was doing the talking,
if, and when, one the tales got back to him or one
of Ms cronies.

Depending Too Mtich or Too Little on Others: The
majority of us have seen 'Dick Butkus, thd middle line-
backer for the Chicago Bears,lhearing down on a poor
unfortunate mining back for IN opposing team and
smashing him to the eari. Their, if the poor man is still
breathag, Butkus may help, him to his feet and give
him.a pat on 'the fanny. This is seen as a very sports-
manlike gestu're, however, ButkuS first did his thing.

This is quite comparable to friendship in business. A
\; fellow. employee wants to help you, bu't first he has to

look after his own interest, and:if you happen .to get.
in the waytough. We have seen some very shocked
executive gusses when, all of 'a = sudden, their -triecrand
true buddy has given them the Old shaft.

It reminds us of the story of. the 'young sales execu-
tive who was busily, working ou in Kansas City, and he
received, an earlyevening.call Oom his secretary in the
East "Joe Trusty," she cried, "today they moved all of

(your furniture into another office, and 'Billy Be Grate-
ful,! whom you hired and trained and plead0 with the
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company to keep, even though he wasn't shaping up as
well as could be expected, has taken over your office.
Worse still, he toldne I was now working for him and,
as far as he was concerned, you need ne)er come back.
Oh, 'Billy,' what shall I do?" .

The moral to this story is . You. figure one out.

n I
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Part Five:

Choosing the Right Company

After you have narrowed your choice of .occupations
and possible industries to one or two, your next major
decision is choosing one or several companies that You
feel could use your invaluable services.

Our studies and our talks- with successful and-uniiko-',
cessful executives indicate kat, in order/ for you to be
successful, you must be wilyh' g e locate wherever your
best opportunity exists. You will have to put your choice
of location second to job opportunity. This may ,inake.:.
your wife, husband, friend, mistresi; mother or dact-in
law very unhappy when you tell them you must leave
the balmy, breezes of Florida and move to Green Bay,
Wiscorgin, but you must, as Green Bay has a company
that meets your every requirement, If you refuse to go
where the best opportunities exist for you, you are
seriously limiting your .choie of opportunities as welt
as your chances for real happiness and success. You
can either choose a successful and rewarding career, or

yi you can choose a location. You can't have 'both
of the cases. To solidify this point in your own Mind,

;check through any Directory of Executives, and you
Will find darn feik Who have remained in their own horns.;
town or, have;not moved around several times: ---

Finding the right company is very Much_ like finding
the right industtyit is a matter of finding that com-
pany which best matches your abilities, mlentS and at.7,
fitudes., Since you haVe already decided upcin one or
two industries, this will-help to narrow your company
investigation, as you will only be looking at companies
that arej in those industries.
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One of further narrowing your choice is to de-
cide to begin your career.with a company that is doing
things right or, at least, right most of the time. Stich a
company is probably growing in sales and' profits, is
consistently doing new things better, and has plans td
continue this growth in the future. It is in an environ-

!ment such as this that will add to your experience, and,
at the same time, you will feel that you are contribut-
ing to the company's giowth. After you have had this
experience under your belt for several years, you can
then go out and look for problem companies.

The best way to find a dynamic company is to once
again make use of stockbrokers and stockbroker ana-
lysts, and to also review such stock advisory services
as Standard and Poor's, Moody's and Value Line. They
are probably available In your library.

We also suggest you use the Industry's Association
and ask their advice, as to avhat companies they feel
have potential and possible oenings. Also, it is impor-
tant to keep up-to-date by reading the magazines that
pertain to your particular industry.

You have now narrowed yotir selection to 10-20
companies, which you feel you wbuld.like to-vork for.
It is now necessary to further narrow your selection to
three or four. To do so, you must 'determine how you
and these companies mesh. One method is to review
all the public information that is available. Most com-
panies are listed,in Den and Bradstreet's Million Dollar
and Half-Million Dollar Directories. From these listings,
you will be able to determine who'the offic'ers are, and
you then can be able to find many of them listed in the
various Who's Who bobks. Dun and Bradstreet and
Standard and Poor's also offer a registry of executives
that will provide basic details about the executives in
a particular corporation, What are some of the facts
that .you will be able, to determine from these direc-
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tories2 As a start, you will want to find out the eduCa-
tional background of the executives within a particular.,
company. If you see that they are primarily slip-stick .
types, crammed full with advanced engineering degrees,
and you feel you have accomplished a major engineer-
ing feat when you sharpen a pencil,-it is highly probable
that you will not be on the same witvg-length as the
management of. this company. Misunderstanding be-
tween management and their subordinates, created by
differences in educational background, can cause more
friction, hard feelings and disgruntled employees than
just about anything else. The common complaint is "the
blankety-blank4nanagernent just doesn't understand my
position." As an example, when Mr. 2.ornow, a market-
ing man, took over the reins oftKodak, you wouldave
thought the end of the world had come if you had
talked to some of the engineers, as an engineer or lawyer
had always been president. On the other hand, the mar-
keting department felt their day in the sun was long
overdue.

You can also determine from directories the age of
the management, as their birthdates are listed. If the
company is top cheavy with older executives, what is
the next hove for thiS company? The older group may
decide to stay on indefinitely, and a young person may
be stifled under these conditions. What will happen
when the older execs finally do decide to"retire? Will
the top jobs be filled by the next layer of executives,-

, or will the company be forced to go outside and bring
in new execs? Or, will they be forced to sell out to an-
other company? If so, where will any of these circum-
stances leave you?

On the other hand, what if the company is loaded
with a great many younger executives?. 'the company
may have gone on a big hiring spree a year or so ago

' and snapped up every good prospect they could get
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their hands on. Basically, they were building up an in-
ventory of future middle-managers. There will not be
enough good middle-management jots opening up in
the years ahead for the number of young guys who are
looking for them,

You should also [-foie long the present execu-
tives have been with the company. nagement which
has been with the same company for a riot of time
indicates that the company believes in promotion from
within. A good example is Kodak which believes in
hiring, training and promoting their own executives.
Very few outsiders are brought in. Such a condition'
generally indicates that such a company is not the "re-
volving door type' where they hire you one day, and
you either are fired or resign the next. Of course, it
might also mean that the seniority system has taken
hold of this company, and, although the chances of
security are good, the opportunity for fapid promotion
are negligible.

You should also note how many different jobs the
management of the company have held. We have found
that most executives who have a burning ambition to
get ahead, generally make a number of moves in their
career. Everytimc they move, they get an increase in
pay and a bigge.r title. Many of these executives sin-
cerely believe that another executive is not worth his
salt unless he moves from one company to another. We
know of one company who refused to consider for em-
ployment any individual who stayed with the same com-
pany for more than three years. This company fdt an
individual who stayed that long in one company lacked
ambition, became complacent and lacked desire. So,
if it is your intention to go to work for one company
and stay there for your entire career, what kind of
chance do you feel you would have with such a com-
pany that had such a policy? On the other hand, there
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are companies who loh aghast at individuals who move
around all the time, because they feel they lack loyalty,
stability aM are untrustworthy. How would this type of
company look at an individual who jumped around all
the time?

After going through these machinations, you are
now ready to further narrow your selection of com-
panies and get more information on the remaining coin.-
panics. One method is to study their annual reports,
and the best way to get a free report is to write to the
Secretary of the company (that's corporate secretary,
by the way, not just any secretary). You will find these
nizn are most cooperative. .

And then the next thing to do is wangle an interview.
There is a good posability the company will be visiting
your - institution (included arc al/ kinds ), or, if not, write
and. wangle an interview. If you Are persuasive enough,
there is an excellent chance the company will pay for
your transportation. If not, it is still the best invest-
ment you will ever make to go and visit them for a per-
sonal interview. If you live in the East, and the com-
pany you want to work for is in the Midwest, so be it.
If you line up your trip properly, you will be able to
visit several on one swing and have a hell of a good time
to boot.

You should be well prepared when you arrive for
your visit. and we feel it is important ic remember that
the visit should be a two-way communication. The
company will certainly be trying to find out as much as
they can .."bout you, and you shgild also be finding out
as much as you can about them. Companies ornate they
must make a relatively large investment when they hire
Sairle011C. but it is only money. You will be making a

. much greater investment a significant part of your
one and only life. A company is immortal. You un-
fortunately, arc not.
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Part Six:

Choosing the Right Boss

We have mentioned a number, of tunes in this book
that a good enipiore-boss relationship is essential for
success. You should select your bosses more carefully
than you choose a wife. A wife you can always get away
from by playing golf cm the woefend. A boss and his
opinion live on forever.

The best possible rule to follow is to choose a boss
that is capable, ambitious and probably young. You
wait a iiiiiiiii or Wailial :VW ii ;ossICid ow y M-
ceeding, because, if you do, the boss will also. The boss
wants to move /head in the company, and, for him to
do so. he has s5 have someone who cam fill his present
job.

This is when you come in. He wants to train you,
as he has bigger ambitions.

Basically, this type of boss is unafraid of your abili-
ties. He has extreme confidence in himself, and you
pose Do Barest. He is wiling to help you in whatever
way he can.

One executive friend ot ours is industrious, hard-
siorkins;\ tactful. plessmat, intelligent and has tawny
other rum qualities that make great leader. His bls

savanna/ and he mucked around a few years and
arrived at a positive of relative importanceam

advertising amasser tot a company that env.
approlimasely 15,000 people. He was the third

man down in the depattinent. A sudden chain of mats
changed his positive drastically. The admitting* man&
get died, the number two man took ort, and our friend
was vaulted to the number one positionadverting
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Another important factor in selecting a future boss
(mentor) is he must be at your level or slightly above
you. In most cases, the mentor that is several levels
above you can offer you very little help. He knows you
are there, but he cannot reach down to help you with-
out causing a great deal of friction with the bosses that
are between you and him. These middle management
executives can make life unbearable for you and will
eventually push you out.

One of the better bosses to work for is the president
of the company, as his assistant. Our studies have
shown that assistants are able to use these positions to
gain prominence fame and fortune. Hdwever, as several
former presidential assistants have told us, they had one
iron-clad rule in their dash to the top. "Don't stay an
assistant too long." As the president's assistant, you arc
neither beast nor fowl. You have the boss' ear, but you
have very link in the way of actual authority. You can't
go down to the assembly line and tell the foreman, "do
it my way or else," because be is liable to tell you where
to go in nothing flat No, an assistant must use more
persuasion than coercion. We have seen many assist-
ants fall flat on their faces when they attempted to re-
verse the two.

The one great advantage that assistants have is they
meet with the boss to discuss important events. The
boss might he saying. "Old Carroll Dale fully blew It
when he missed that pass in the end tone from Bart
with only 1 /10 of one second to go." And, the assistant
will chime in with "Yeh, didn't he, it makes me think
about that caper that. Honest Joe; our Sales Manager,
pulled when he told 'Bitchy George,' our beloved cus-
tomer, that it was our fault on the last run done million
widgets because we did not dsock foe quality, and now
'Bitchy George' wants to return 250,000 of diem for
credit. Joe is honest but Well, the assistant's
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boss hears this with his one good ear, and his thought
processes get into glkr"Maybe Joe is starting to get
a little senile." And, then the assictant continues to
shoot poor Joe full of holes at every opportunity he
gets, until the boss says to him, "You know, Joe has
been a gaithful employee,. and we should not deprive
him of his retirement days. We must think of his best
interests first. Let's give him a couple of minutes to
dean up his desk, take those pictures of his two beau-
tiful kids-in college along with him and get him out be,
fore he screws up any more deals. Now, I wonder who
could take his place? Would you be interested?" Who
do you think ends up as Saks Manager?

27. 'Career IlUlles---Evaluadons--Every day of
our lives we are being evaluated. We evaluate ourselves,
and we are evaluated by others, and, basically, it is a
,good idea. However, it can go haywire when it is over-
done or is put in the wrong hands.

A number of companies have turned to employee
evaluations. Basically, it is a good idea for the boss 'and
his subordinate to sit down and discuss s.at the boss
thinks of him., Its purpose is to help the subordinate
decide what are..s he is weakest, in and where he is
strongest. In- theory, it is ideal, but, in practice, it can
be something else. We are all quite prone to spot faults
in somebody else and find it very difficult to reoagnize
any good characteristics. Some executives delight in
pointing out the faults of their hopeless subordinate.
They rarely find anything that fs alone correctly. The
result is the poor employee spends an undue amount of
his time 'trying to correct real or imagined defects in-
stead of concentrating the majority of his effort on his
areas of strength. Such a condition multi in a thor-
oughly disillusioned employee who can never live up to
his potential. Both he and his company are the losers.

Avoid this Kamer Killer by selecting the right cam-
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pany, which will not permit this sort of nonsense to go
on, and the right boss.

28. The New Boss Moves In-1n former, calmer
days a man was pretty well set for ljfe in business if
he stayed with the same company. He would faithfully
serve his time, establish his niche and then-be at peace
with the world and with himself. This is no longer the
case. Today we have the conglomerates, acquisitions,
mergers, and inevitably the purgers.

What happens when a new man moves in There are
thousands of stories that could give the answer, and
each one would be different. The real answer is it is a
flexible situation.

There is a large association,sNuestered in the Wash-
ington, D.C., area: It is OW large and has millions of
members. It is old and tends to move NTery slowly. It
does not have an outstanding growth record; in the past
few years, however, it has been successful; and you
can't knock success, now can you? Recently, a few com-
petitors reared their ugly heads, and, although this did
not put total fear into the association, they did become
a little concerned.

One department was a particularly peaceful scene.
Everybody was happy, and the work was ground out
with, well let's call it muted enthusiasm. Not everyone
was absolutely gung-ho, but they were cooperatiye and
worVed together very well. There were three Main exec-
utives in this departmenta number one man, a num-
ber two and a -number three. Number one decided to
call it a day. He had enjoyed what we would call a
rather ideal existence. He had been able to travel all
over the world, and it was said he could deliver a speech
at the drop of a cliché. He was a "Hail Well Met" type
of individual who had friends all over the world. The
number two malt we would categorize as a conservative
type. The number three man was an able individual
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and an industrious worker. He felt the Association and
Heaven were about on the same plane.

Well, be gory, when Number One up and retires,
p Number Two naturally felt he was entitled to take over.

Unfortunately, the Nigher Mithority in the Association
did' not feel the same way. They ,decided 'with all this
rambunctious competition entering the playing field,
they needed. wine new blood, and they cast their eye
on a rip-snorter.from the Midwest. He was full of brim-
stone, made decisions and was known to, on occasion,
be a damn fine speaker. So, they lured him to the Den
of Iniquitybetter known as our Nation's Capita

Wall, you can imagine what kind of consternation
this caused down at .the old Association Headquarters.
Here for the 'first time, a foreigner from the outside
came into a position of authority. This entire deal
caused a, furor and a flap that could be heird alit the
way to Mount Vernon.

Well, Number Three, said, "By gum, this B mighty
unfair." So, he decided to take the "Outsider" head-on.
At every opportunity, M would take a pied heality
swipe at him, both publicly and privately. He feltCs

ood buddy, Number Two, should have gotten theyluml
Well, Number Two was playing it pretty cagey about

this time. He let his feelings be known very sparingly.
He would drop a hint here and there, but hc never de-
veloped a straight-head frontal attack on the "Out-
sider:" It may be possible that he did encourage and

'support Number Three to "go get him," Ipt this was
never done viciously, you understand.

The poor "Outsider" had a pretty tough time of it,
of that there is no question. But he was a rough-tough
hombre, who never had backed from a fight. However,
we understand, no one rushed to the side of Number
Three in his personal battle against Number One. And,
as in most stories poor Number Three was pushed,
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shoved, or what have you to better employment op-
portunities elsewhere. -

Number Two, on the other hand, never violated that
Cardinal Rule, "Don't take on the Boss, even if you
catch him sleeping with Lazy Lucy from the Steno pool,"
so he stayed on. Finally, after a great deal of concerted
but untraceable 04fort, the Outsider either said the hell
with it, or was also pushed, but he went to Bigger
Things, and you'll never guess who moved into Number
One's big, vacant chair!

The real losers in this little real life drama were the
Association, which lost the services of a dedicated em-
ployee, Number Three, and, of course, Number Three

himself, as he had to take a lower paying job.
These little dramas go on day in and day out. In many

of the cases, it is the innocent guY4Who gets clipped on
the chin.

Many "outsiders" play it real sharp. They know they
are going to face a stubborn resistance by those indi-
viduals who have been, there for a period of time, so
they bring in their "own team." This may start with one
assistant, then a secretary or two, theti More and More,
until the old gang is gradually pushed out. Our studies
indicate this may be the most successful way to "go to it."

29. Kareer Killer--Bad References--You plan
to enter graduate school, and you have submitted your
application to Excell University. Unfortunately; you are
informed that your application is unacceptable, because
you are of questionable moral character. You start to
cljk and you find that Miss Pretty Purdy, your sixth
grade--teather, never forgave you for the time you
caught her and the assistant principal in a clinch in the
biology lab. At the time, you never said a word, but
for some strange reason, you started meiving straight
A's. You must admit, thinking back, that you did smirk
a bit when Miss Purdy disciplined a fellow classmate be-
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cause he cheated on an.,txam, but you never said,lopoo
to anyone. Actually, you had pretty much forgotten .

about it, until you had heard that Miss Purdy was un-
able to 0..e. you a good recommendation. When Excel.
calleMer on the telbphone and asked abotit you, she
said, "Well, I really don't want to say anything about
him, but - - - '-," and there went your chances for Ex-.
cel U. 6, . . . ..

We admit that we are- stretching the point, but we
would likeid\point out that your past is an open book
in this age of instant communication. A prospective
employer will always check with your previous employ-
ers, and they will always check with your previous im-
mediate supervisors (your direct Boss), and, if you
didn't make the gene with some of them, you, may be
in for serious trouble; particularly if your boss had a
S.O.B. syndrome. \--

The June 1970 Playboy had an excellent article
about this very (problem. We suggest that every job
seeker read this article. It can save you a great deal
of time and grief,

As an exampl ; there was an East Coast manufac-
turer who was k own as a revolving door company for
a period of time. Personnel were quitting or being fired
every day of the week it seemed. It had a newly elected
vice-president who took particular. delight in harpoon-
ing former empl yees. pne salesman announced he was
resigning, but the.company, pleaded with him to stay on,
which he did for kperiod of time. Finally, he had had
it, and so he definitely quit. This man was well qbalified
and had an excellent sales record with all of the com-
panies with which he had been. He found he was-able
to get a potential employer interested in hiring him, but
shortly thereafter he would be told that, unfortunately,
they could not hire him, One day, he met with several
other ex-employees of the manufacttirer for lunch. He
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found they had also encountered a similar situation 'and
had a difficult time lining up a new job. The salesman
decided to find out exactly what the difficulty was, so he
had a manufacturer friend call-up his former employer.
The friend was put through to the personnel depart-
ment, and the friend asked, "What kind of a job did
Salesman Joe do for you fellows?" The personnel de-

. partment said that all calls about Salesman Joe were to
be turned over to his former boss, the one who had the
S.O.B. syndrome. The former boss said, "Yes, Sales-
man Joe did work here. We would not rehire him, and
actually, we more or less fired him. He wasn't much ac-
count." Well, the salesman's friend said, "Mr. S.O.B.
Syndrome, I wonder, if you woulJ mind sending me a
letter about Joe and include the facts you mentioned, so
we will have it for our records." Well, Mr. Syndrome
said, "Absolutely not, that he was merely expressing
an opinion over the telephone." We don't know how
many lives this Vice-President affected, but he not only
injured the men who were looking for jobs but injured
their famiUs as well.

The above story is an exception to the general Me,
because most executives will not down a man; because,
who knows; someday this same executive might be look-
ing for a. job himself.

The best way to avoid this situation avoid bosni
you won't get along with, bosses who have an S.O.B.
Syndrome and companies who permit such a situation
to go on. Investigate them as thoroughly as they inves-
tigate you. You have a great deal more to lose than
they do.

30. 'Career KillerTrying to Beat the Boas
You will be amazed at the number of people who go
out of their way to try to take "the boss" had on. And,
from this eternal conflict there are constantly rising
casualty statistics. kncl, who crimps the winner? You
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bet your last lovebead it is "The Boss" everytime. He
has got to win, mind you, otherwise the whole bloody
system is under attack, and the system includes Big
Business, Little Business, monkey business, Ivy Covered
Business, Political Business, Medical-Hospital Complex
Business, Army Business (and how!) and we could go
on and on.

Let's take a for instance. Let's say-your boss is in-
competent, rarely sober, ill-tempered and rude. Basi-
cally, he is a human vegetable. O.K., so you step in to
slay the dragon. You decide it is your God-given pur-
pose in life to rid the world of this rotter. You begin
by giving him a very hard tine. You ridicule his work,
his tie, his old fraternity, his favorite pro-football team
the whole bit. You soon let it be known a the stupid
mistakes he makes, and he makes a lot of them. Worse,
you try.to 'get the "Rig Bosses," who are over $our
"Boss," to see how stupid this guy is. And, do yoUever
try! You stick in an innuendo here, there, and every-
where, and What kind of reaction do the "Big Bosses"
give? They are like the three wise monkeysthey "see
no evil, speak no evil, hear no evil." Thcy desperately
close their eyes to these reports. Well, your "Boss" has
just about had it up to his "liver-lillied" neck, but he
is a little afraid because he knows some of the things
you are saying are true. But as many bosses are, yours
is a cautious man. So, he stare to put out some feelers
to see how strong a position he has within the company.
He makes some gentle inquiries to his boss during tea
time, like "you know 'John the Eager' (that's you) cer-
tainly 'has a lot of pep and vinegar. He sure is one
steamed-up young. fresh-out-of-school fellow. Now, if
we could just harness all that energy to doing good and
noble deeds for the company." Then, he waits for his
Boss' reply. Your "Boss" has to play it pretty cool
here, because it could be that his Boss. 'Jim V.P.' has
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been a Link taken in by all of thew disquieting rumors.
Well, Vice-President lion the on his cigar and Sows
out vast quantities of smoke. This is standard procedure
for any Vice-President of a Company or a Bank that
is worth his salt. They arc Alit to hide behind that cloud
of pollution for minutes on end. This enables ham to
let his subordinate, who is sitting across the desk from
him, sit there Mit% his mouth hanging epos waiting Sot
a Oh of electricity to shout through his body, or a trap
door to spring loose underneath him and send him to
his in-deserved law. This also gives the sistiordiatue or
the loan seeker the idea that the ma* wooed with his
feet resting on the desk is really Oitig the question doe
swattiiicr affirms Pe it 1-shriti, it..41, anti rkimsairtrigiady 12/9a-

wilittitst an the possitinities and ahem-gives. Ussi*,
he speaks, and the poor mato waiting for the answee
Menem falls prostrate on the floor. 'boss.' Lint., the
V.P. says.. "you and I have torn in this together k ui

kong time. lou have been a good and taittifsd strum,
and you have always bas-kod one up sites the going gm
tough. ( What I mean is you did teal bandy my name
around to the higher mucky mucks when I blew the
Gidgct Atwood that was worth at least ZOO thousand a
year.1" "Therefore," lien continues, "1 am going to
lease the f ate of folio the Gore in your eapotde Moth,
lie is your re-speasitidity. Now, viv an tra',ut to tair the
tOul of Falter. 1 k got all those highfalutin grades front
Mutual University, and ivo an hold Poston& in the high-
tit regard because our 111intricius Leader graduated
from there. But, tht good of the coisqiway comes *fort
any of us. Ih'e mist be company-oriemed first and then
kink io kiiir ou* needs. So, do what von can to 1,ailz the
hellish soul Of the Falter, but do what Ud avast for the
*Good of the Company.' " Amen.

N'Itat Jim, the V.P.. is really is, "Get rid of the
SDK, you stupid Olt. He is affecting rot beily you,
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"It
0st:wow she R. llosi

form stoat so at alucst. Ike want so eel" you.- A.d.
so *a heals far* armies Ora* *a toxic of imriiiiims
of the iccrait.al ,&ti. k Mw boo* *wow' *a 'Voss'
ihoiks hr is skirt* a lousy job. Poor kho caitist *hew
his ears. lie has door partrailarty poorly In the
mg casegoones: ,

I Eattmaiastically blips said ,000perato, salt takes
Ise the oimparris tirvIt

Catifidly killows cosi/may pas, Itozeitrve
WWI Napponk fleW 014414041011K fvfogno4t.s.

I. %owl taileftlet is tmalkingt improvenients a him-
self mad is perms fiat others k maga ast4srovommits,
rather apart eizimptaisiag or hese* imidlizerat.

Mr 4 sOklitil SOW "Cart, )43( N.livC a sired& attitude
rte fed you have atm abilities. after all you 462 grid-
Salk from chi saw school as owe 'Great Leader."' sad
hotb loot to the smig 44C4 &riot at *cm fries the oar/,
bsit, Cwt. ra an lam lbeit titatelin *we abilities.
Noe, ale WC wit ones so past cicaler out aid coattails
yam. th-f *Mt ytwa, ktha, we are vim, yea
mother chance. Mew, $4.1 a_ try *o be more coopera-
tive."

lager. by this tone, is thoroughly eosfased. lien be
Mae hors befit the very best ioti he 1.11,4 heir to 40.
Hot has hoes swat* WO hours a wet. sot takiag a
leach. mid he has tried M every way possible to is-
prow the cosapitay'i peak picture. Oat rut way to
do it would be to cot good old bossci's :3 as salary
cat, as he istet worth 5 as. Everybody Lamas this.
Ever fork "airy air'"

TIE tow Woe immedimety 4 611 start
kioisimg for happier grounds. became belueler or
later. sad probably they. are plait to have We
ftom the highest wee.

Every year thositands c# iiidividaals arc defecated by
the "System." Medi of it, 4g fort is dire to aymoramot,
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itstirlik drscresiec how maw, odor" 'ar tgarsat-
Wics de tusk lost. kart there robot., yen .are.

liosieva. dee %neat amoral to dr Wiry at a grroarectiat
yeti oetkar docield eisways reinicestscr dist lac Awry OM
be is mho* is dr calk about a ranicoilar eakilect, aid
hr may end er torseg retracts to hr rimer dia. rain.
Hourscr, he stay WM love cut. Ti or rows basket
did eat ataitatt is ditaking use we ran. and pawl*
arawc, ahead of disa partestar ha lt. cis do Fortiadar
sedsject, at dra particular taut. His ideas nude a real
deal of Kier. and 'nasty yirorriiitivc tweak% haw gamut
to ttlie titres in the plait iicvcrei !mia, test they dui tat
form* hits He team, was iceriaka put it lotendy.

lrAcer la ter (-thee es, 144 kook at .workimg kir the le-
iirioritkikit now- k titm-Air Y rigrai iirporkiiou
to sari oft. 1* atts. 'wesiac t$ &we wars
to do wilt-crawl twanectif. tit tosse to to it All the Sett.
otiairtaie immot lame tommied to do e wit luck and kiwis
to 'the sectid Asian accosapiewtssectiu dtat is %kw* hits
tiamt pcirSormed. anal tem he eland i* a yossise sod
dui wart of rod' Houracir. doe SwK as wtfd Iwo
'elusively *tic at most taelabfettuatitt ik*ateu are toirkly
wspirriose sad high!) iiroctivr Polimbly, they fear deer
lodwedoltaar* with know rim dui dory do. Tir We-
posed* lieu fall try to (tab all the idory. mod *
faatetally claim emir kr aestassi aed everotting that

door teistrva rte it totlet.; Owe thn !Lite ban
Lawny to cast arograd for Icaregasatt

i ter iateeild swot tedispreouter doses ke.e der 8th
bionic Madan, as they cam be the ft synod km say am.
Nakao, yorats eiscortivc. Hoe do you foot this Weer
1st sat tilt." tea Ina moues and Baths to dire talk.
well tame!

32. Tier %r rid Illtsso--Whire yew are &sla twitti
a frutoil indisrtlrrai., you' aft deals f with a real
pro t; if you art wortios for midi a mum, yew
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Cfavisimit sly Ptiaaa alas

tt boa ang0 row orp. Its tiet drag die Suomi SosoWa
flies scot sae art gooticoas beesibt so lois stitstiva
Mae be a voilatt of ways 141 &A Ina la& X IOW
ifidS. Ome *If eS esS setae at det MOMS bat aria
*do* Steals yam lobo two abbot *atm. tossaseat
is Sift, as tar as fa Or CONOCCISIA. tbs. d row salsas.

ibeis eat plobitas lasabres, yos bad tease tato to
landlots WOW* rig boos is sal @bog to Vast belied
yes. nit sill ttll oitat ma ail &at be Ur* 16611110101
sailiisi about dm roam at *ie *Oasis. 111141 iliel
boo& vs -deo' it th rat fault Woes.

Aaisibet poisiitio say too lies %woad statdolos is so
*sow doavapostteil tory lb sot etas. Maybe. obey
wars urn. lilli asais sults obey isoal.11 duty IWO.
04 Lai 4 ,s, mairs_ rig _tax _a ivoist crihriok, iiktio MO
OR *lase Y. 40, tecw.a dig Uazii W-414 sa say
yos did soot torsi st to bis aseasios.

VW Soto* Itoss is a probleas somilAre, sod ist, bow
wed, gm* oio asysbisos to proms tas siorselart. boo
tossobag *ow is a paebkai. Tbe pouf* dust smirk tot
a -peotalso awake cas sogt, *ewe Auld a to 1 to

baba astosarettot wilbobt ctis "voila" ica&I---2: it
obi possibly abaft ii. Mt "avoidres" pet *wry is
-*set tact the Woe Ms type 4 thcootive ii scared
to &lob. awlc cosowided WA Ilia b00001C1
*COOS to &ado. Mots develop oo Al saes.

Roo 40 you avoid vouticsoute boo& ti iv.44 bt
oval it yos comb* gout *vs rev 4.1011 psysioii4ct1
via, rot staispb, loos do you avoid sly -awake' Is
yob, isterwiew. vy to Arra boo out imio &Woo woe
&cesium &el* t osectiss.. This is sub.% so 45., bot
twig rimat Wei amieht. ithiti. te't la tali 10 dal" pm-
& eitti tOkc coeval. I iai taitt o{mot tite, dis &boot
loot bosi. Do an WC* vivo leseed et ti. AI 1011141111114
ate SatiOnity, it ye* coo mit to tomes tiorloysts of
tic 04,1rally, yob cam hit pay obit. 04 vow *two tops
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Career Insurers

33. Iletwaniong ow E.ifiretOne of the quickest
and mem routes to success it to became an expert. la
ceder ks be as eireet, you do not have to he de ab-
KIM( best as eserydsisc but ochres awed/ Wool re
art the hest, or at least one of the hest.

How do you become an expert' As an exam*,
suppose you art planning on coming the hawking field.
This is an old and mei* professice. and, if one Flays
felt cards correctly, it can be a very lucrative way to
nesessel. yrsfee. Aar cos EsOlk Valsai is flit bstsi way to
jet WO the Isaaitizt WO You hasv 4 read those Ut-
swag Writ* 160,11 the young OM who Stilled o as
she trliet's cage, worked his way ay so head cashier,
den V.P. mad so, top and away. This is one swissible
ow, and, rit one wady believe* is reincarnation. then

might be aWt bend* from the fi experi-
ence you gathered in rut first We and tarry it on into
the second and be able so MAX 110111e mosey. How-
ever, for those who either don't believe in reincataation,
or fed it might be a very slow moms*, there OBWA be
a better way, and there is. The uukicta, shortest route
to a good, rc-pcctabie itemitioa to hankie; it to vend
a few years of toad, draw living in Fun City, Windy
City, otroggyVity. Von should %KA kx Chase Man-

BMA of America, Manufacturer's Hanover or
others of hie di where yon will gain a number of bent -

.

As a starter. thew big banks haw escellent training
pre` Tartu, and living is the polluted, foul air of the city
can be fun for short periods of Me, panic-Wady when
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pan me young and worm, These large banks also as
additional inoontives. The yams ISM or young lady is
able to met a amber d lelloentials." The group is
hh tanks program we prnbatil pretty islisential
turneries. Many weaktey-tasedies lac way muds to
mod Stir hawed owes lot a couple of yews to New Yrt.
They kr4 the youograers haw muds SO learn and New
York is the *Oa to do it. There they caw learn all the
primaiples ei heating and, if they sates lop, who is so
know.

Ow die other hind. if they vim to go immediately
into the family business and laid up there, weik it
wouistal take keg lot merybody is the cosapany to
hear abase is, and it mil& become quite embarrassing.
So, you hale a regular tribe of wahines *Wog aloes
4 swiabi base a from Te=s,
or a Roettfeller, and esti pm have mother wry Min-

gronpche yetis 1/I1.'s. The ether nation el
the world delight in wadies dint sows and daughters so
New 'York. Some of these ;mita guests tie far wealth-
ier than you can !Vet heat. You may have a rung
man whose father has a seetwood plaistatioa in Burma,
a gambling memo in the Bahamas and a tying of bawdy
houses in the Nedialaods.

Is our opinion. these relationships you can deveiop
is New Yort or Saw Francisco are wed mutts the two
rues atm. After you have made your first mans or
G. you any delite so up &nil leave aft the itiAii

tribulation of Ilk in the States, and you decide on a
merid amine With your friends scanned atoned she
*odd, you can whit first class. You may decide to drop
in on your good budliy. Raul, at his family's pad in
Acapulco, or visit Chum King is Hong Kong, or pi tiger
Iteatitts %tido the Prince in Siam.

These foreign friend*. besides oder* a ivy hospit-
etc reception in their homeland. can also open up all
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sorts of investment and money-making opportunities.
There is, without doubt, an American anufacturer,
'ho is literally dying by degrees to ship his products
into Zambia. Thi3 is a wild, new-old land with all sorts
of possibilities. However, the poor man does not have
On contacts, but you do. Your drinking buddy from New
York banking days, Muhl Bulu, is very grateful to you
for the tine times you had together: He said, "Anytime
I can ever return the favor, beat the drums." And this
is the sort of statement that any young, eager, aggres -'
sive individual' does not take lightly. You have these
con)acts around the world and you decide to use them.
Yes, use them is the only descriptive word we can think
of. In the foreign nations of the world, contacts are of
primary importance. This is a ,sad fact, but true. We
have our own hangups about "it\not what you know,
but who you know that really counts." However, many
of the older nations of the world put mt ty emphasis on
this malarky than we do. After all, they have had more
time to get themselves entrenched and systematized than
we have had, and they don't want just anybody muck-
ing around, so they really shfic in this business of, "it's
a/to you know that is important."

Therefore, you decide what. products those nations
where your banking friends live can use, and then you
decide who can make them in the States. You act as a's.
middleman. You discover a manufacturer who is inter-
ested in selling deep-well pumps to Zambia, you then
jet over to Zambia. visit Mulu Bulu; shoot up a few
animals, jet back to New York, collect your commission
check, head for Bermuda and - - - - .

9r, you may decide that your little area of the coun-
try needs teakwood furniture, so you set up an import
distributing business, Ay over to your good buddy in
Burma, shoot up a few more animalsbjet back to New
York and then work like hell to sell the stuff.
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Of course, we don't want to appear crass, but, with
all these influentials, you just might meet someone,,,and
you have heard that old saw---"You can marry more
money in five minutes than you can make in a lifetime."

We think we have bludgeoned this subject enough,
and if you don't get the picture by this time, you. had
better stay-in Eminence, Missouri, andlend the ledgers
and work your way up.

Now, it is important when you are an expert that you
do not let others knovi too much about you: This holds
particularly true if you are dumb. No one will ever know
if you are able to keep your own counsel. It is absolute-
ly imperative 'Thai you maintain an aura of mystery
about yourself. Oh, if is O.K. to drop a few hints here
and thereabout, the important things you did in New
York. You might throw in a comment like, "1 remem-
ber the time i was working on that hisn proposal with
Hal Ganeen (the present chairman of I.T.T.) when he
was with Northeast Airlines, he was Treasurer there,
you know, and 1 told Hal that ." The thing you
don't mention is the only time you spoke to Mr. Ganeen
was the day you were-tending one of the Vice-Presi-
dent's desk when he was, out to lunch, r)rid you did
speak to him very' briefly wherit you answered the phone,
and it went like this, "WAIF.. the hais Roger?"

Unfortunately, in true life, we were unable to put
this little charade over too well, but we have seen ex-
perts do it, and it can be successful, if done properly.

There are many other experts. The management con-
.sultants had their innings'- in the 1950's and along came
the "total communications consultants" in the 1960's.
Companies were expanding and acquiring other Com-
panies so rapidly that it was really very difficult to keep
up. U.S. Rubber was iri so many different activities other
than selling tires, and they came up with the name Uni-
royal. And R.C.A. decided the doggy staring into the
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gramophone was a little outdated, so they came up with
a fancy new R.C.A. symbol, and this went on in com-
pany after company. And, who made a great deal of
money coming up with all these wonderful new designs?
The total communications consultantsthey WCTC the
experts, and there is no better way to make a great deal
of money!

In conclusion, we suggest that each of you become
an expert. An expert is always somebody from some-
place else. All good experts only stay on as long as they
are considered to be tr Y3. an expert. When things get
tough, they move on. Never, never lose the "Aura of
Mystery."

34. Specialist xs. the Generalist No. this is not
a fifteen round bout for the heavyweight championship
of the world, but it is a subject which you should pay
close attention to, as it might very well have a large
bearing on you, success or failure. There are all sorts
of pros and cons on this subjectshould you specialize
in one area, or should you be a general all-around
know-it-all in a number of difh..rent areas?

In our opinion, the case for both sides is far over-
done. When we graduated back in the 195G's, it was
snivels/ advised to get into a company training pro-
gram. otherwise you would not make the scene. We
feel training programs were a little overdone, and there
were rumors, which were confirmed, that companies
tended to use the training programs as a battleground.
As an example, one large electrical equipment manufac-
turer would place its trainees in a program where they
were rotated to a number of different manufacturing
plants. These trainees had to catch the eye of one of the
plant managers, and he had to .-!%y, "I want that young
man." Otherwise, at the end of the year, if a trainee
was unable to latch on to a job, he was fired. We have
found one of the best methods of advaneng in a Wm-
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pany is to do a job well and become recognized because
you have done so. You are now an expert in this area,
and because you have done a good job, you will be
given the opportiniity to do bigger jobs.

However, it is at this point that big problems arise.
Have roil now gone as far as you can go, et will you
be able to advance further? Suppose you are a patent
lawyer, and you have done an outstanding job obtaining
patents. You are an expert on patents, and your success
is noticeable to one and an. You have bigger ideas than
merely being a patent lawyer, and isa meetings with
other executives, you try to find out what their problems
are. You try to understand their situation, You analyze
their problems and oiler advice when it is asked far, or
%trek you can insert it without drawing the sTath of the
head of the other department,

How do you provide this advice without incurring iU
will? In all probability, your associates respect your abil-
ity, because you have proven you are capable in the
patent field. They respect your advice, and they soon
realize that you are also knowledgeable ,in other areas
as well, and presto, you are chosen to awnie a Vice.
President in charge of several departments.

We would, at this juncture, like to emphasize one
the "severest career killers" of all is not to do your ow
job well. We have known "bummers" who fall on the
rocks because they are always ready, willing and able
to tell otbers how to do their job better, when they have
not done as well as they can on their own. This is a
short-cut to oblivion.

In summation, we believe training programs can be
useful, as you are moved from one area to another, but
you are much better of by starting right off on a job.
You are no longer able to enjoy those fun-filled days of
bachelorhood and training programs. You must now
make your mark and make it in a hurry.
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auwiti murrrc in. can wort fix a Waded amamber
companies ia Ithaca. Sew Volt_ U he is socking for
fame company, his chances are Aar of find* another
equaRy pad job is Ithaca. On the other kand, if he is
active and arcs known is his own association, the Asset-
Iran Marketing Association, he Woollies Lamm as a
anaaavaall lames. an he peaty improves his chasers d
obtaining a number of employsnent opportunities.

There arc numerous other ways to move ahead that
may he distasteful to some, but we feel should be men-
tioned. Sense of us MAC to wield wawa oste ethos.
SOW a us like to bully our subordinates. Somme d as
can brunt downright sadistic. Bosses who have say
audio( titt of *chic climacteristics can be a real sines=
to their poor, unfortimate subordinates. The subordi-
nates kw in continual kar and trepidation. These poor
uabordinatcs are frequently laughed at and diva ridi-
culed by others aithia the company. Actually, some
Nest subordinates mires call them shaming boy%)
laugh all the way to the bank. They arc fropeady wcR
paid and actually don't give a damn when their boss
rants and raves, as it gees is OW car and out the other.

It reminds us of the story of the Market Research
Ihrector oho lived in continual fear of his boss, at least
on the sinface lit was *akin one MI lifter artnither,
and he wand on the verge of instant and total collapse.
Eventually, the M R Director "retired" to another com-
pany that uttered hint a hotel salary. This M R than
realised his boss likes to bully and he put up with it.

The boss had only recently come into the company
as A kV ekttilalitt. Since he WAS an outsider and since
his personality clashed with a number d men and wan-
es tato had been with the company for a number of
Tears, he decided to bring in a few subordinates who
would be loyal to him. One of the fast men he selected
was an M k Direcior. This nun, in the view of mIteMR
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employirs, was sooty incompetent. Many of the other
eseartives of this company despised this man and
laughed at him. He must have thought it was a patty
good joke himself, as he was Nita, in S20,000 a year
or so and made a bundle on stock options. This man
was then at& to use the fact that he was the M 1k Di-
reaeir so swing a better Ott with a Weer company at
an turn /mkt salary.

There is another interesting aspect to this story. The
Vice-President perlonally selected the l'44 it Director.
After several years, in fact it was about five, he =And
the an could not hack it. The reason--rso new prod-
ucts were developed, arid the entire M R staff had re-
sins:it This put the Vice-President an a real bind U
he admitted the man shd not have it, it would tried
upon himself, as he had chosen the wrong man, and,
even Toione, he had continued to stand by hint. There-
fore, he had to assist the M R Director get another job,
which he did. He could then sell his superiors that they
had lost a good 111418 to another company. The other
company assumed he Was good, as he was, after all, an
M R Director and listed in Dun and Bradstrcct's Mil-
lion Dollar Directory.

The moral to this story iswhat appears to he par-
ticulatly bad for one individual may prove to be es-
pecially good for another, and vier lass: You fittt4
tablish what your ideals, standards and goals are. You
must decide what you will put up with and what you
won't. Once you have a game plan, stick to it.

t There are many other cats where men have ad-
vanced into a position of responsibility because they
had something on someone else. We heard of a Vice-
President who reached his present position because h4,:
discovered, during his early accounting days with the
company, that the President of the company was cheat-
ing like crazy on his income taxes. He tactfully passed
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this Illkirinatics on ki the Prewar*. awl was quicily
prissnoted as Vict-Preudent.

WS alio karied of a fteicardt Demmer slut main.
tams as tux:brat poiatina, ;wawa, *cause * ii privy
to calms talorstatiom that i ritial ki a lass seat. This
andivaduat was summed to have swotted foe a corpors-
tam that west dor ce* thaskrwsey. watt st dar tact
that it hail a very srauctssfai product. The IlLevesteb Di-
retiOr kit that cossepitery and hooked up with another,
and he was attic to pass win to his new company a Brag
deal of data about the taiteitrupt Attacvafei
product. Thee a miracle happreed, ass! du Inaskrip1
compaay hat tecw ai pumped tan and it cam
In bk. Ai this pautuiir giamdkut eke hews sa.k.

=At a tilt MON- -y *An kt Met dor ixiivary ishich
had tcraft baoica sts tarkvetithri priaduct by hit* ase
of its cestplii yees. So, oho do you think ts hitting alit
driver's (s-cape has a iittitsc giaacanare
14 an eseelkut katary. weir, ;wales and sow

Another method 01 arhancwig rapidly is to go is
tune with the thinkiag 4 the boss. We have theettioued
this over and over, but we can't kap empkautaitag its
Ilaportaucc. ICC% talc a took at a couple of clasupits.

Reading horoscolvs is the in chute ki do. Milhous set
being made by lsortope urgers. Itesecinhet this
yiur boss and@ he an and horiu.-ipe aai2,
6. can tune hiss is Ut a tikes.

One young ckecutivc works in the alC,COUStlelg

meat of a tarp: cat metal agency. He notiutid hit boss
had peaks ot Ckhilatatioa and depths .4 41cipan.. 1k
tried to had out a rcasise. sad. to sat behold, her found
out the ray *as horn in May and sa% a Gethisi---so,,
hc started to folio* (imam. Sure enough. whim it
stoursteci the boss keep his tug MOW! Nitta hecavac he
was a Gethilm, that very day -Bohm)" let One sales Ate
another ip doss on the troops.
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Lltur y usr eb.c4..ative &allowed Catimea au& *hes
he law war elovit., Irc avolie41 'llettopo" lite a Swot.
Whoa *Aid -Ikrioda- Acw-41d he fricell) t0 attociatirk,
yellow ewe wrot ea kW a*h.c4 for a florae.

%%at 0 die moral to tin% t4439' retauvet) sattwilt_
'ola have to tad out what maaLev, %boa
row Am. rizost crow. him wheat he 0. as *V W% a maa.-

wietek., in.c your %marts n. a %UMW %raw
He has, duirt.c(aniror and he tta., orong twann, i Xitrn
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